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IV

RE P O RT.
Y ouR Committee have the honor to report to your Honorable House that they have held. eight
sittings, and examined five witnesses.
The evidence taken discloses the fact that, prior to the issue of the Regulations now in force for
the guidance of surveyors, surveys were very frequently effected in a rough and unsatisfactory
manner, the surveyors, in some cases, evidently being controlled less by the purpose to make a satisfactory survey than by the desire to make the fees payable afford a go~d remuneration for the
work done.
Mr. Innes, without hesitation, adrnit.ted in his evidence that, regarding his district as an
exceptionally rough one, he has beP.n compelled, in order to earn anything like fair payment for his
work, to do it much less carefully than he otherwise would have wished to do it.
Your Committee believe that, owing to the absence of field inspection and proper office check
in former years, very much indifferent work has been passed and paid for; and that, in consequence
of such laxity so long prevailing, there has been more dissatisfaction with. the present rates of payment under the new Regulations than there would have been if a better class of work, such as
should have been insisted on in former years, had been done.
Your Committee are satisfied that, generally, much better work is performed under the
system of inspection now in operation; and that the question of increased payment which has been
mised by Mr. Innes is one that requires consideration.
·
The difference between the work a surveyor is now required to do, and that which for many
years was allowed to pass, is variously estimated by the surveyors your Committee have examined
at from 25 to 100 per cent. additional; and there is a concurrence of opinion, not only among
the surveyors themselves, but also on the part of the Deputy Surveyor-General and the Inspector
of Surveys, that the fees as at present fixed are inadeqnate for the class of work required to be done.
Your Committee have carefully considered the claim of Mr. Innes that the H uon District should be
regarded as exceptionally rough, and on that account that higher survey fees should be paid there ; but
your Committee, guided by the evidence before them, liave come to the conclusion that while in years
gone by the Huon may have been, as compared with some districts, exceptionally rough, it cannot
be so regarded now, in view of the fact that the bulk of the more open land of the Colony has been
alienated, and that the lands of the Scottsdale and North West Coast districts, where settlement is
more rapidly progressing, are quite as roug·h as the country of the Huon.
Your Committee cannot therefore recommend the payment of any hig·her fees for the Huon than
for other districts: but they do feel that, for such work as is now required, the surveyors in all
districts are entitled to higher fees than are now paid.
Whether such increaRe in the survey fees shall be paid by the selectors, or charged in common
with road sm·veys, &c. to the General Revenue, is a question to which your Committee has given
some consideration. It is felt, on the one hand, that the selectors of the heavily scrnbbed and
timbered land are sufficiently burdened already by survey fees and other payments for the land, and
that, on the other hand, it would scai·cely be fair to burden the whole of the taxpayers with such
additional charges as increased survey fees for private selections. So long as the present system is
in force, which throws the cost of surveys after selection on the selectors, it appears that they should
bear the whole cost of the survey of the lots they select; and thoug·h reluctant to increase the
charge to selectors, your Committee feel that, in justice to surveyors, there is nothing left for them
but to recommend that such increased fees as may be determined on shall be paid by the selectors.
In conclusion, your Committee have the honor to recommend that the present scale of survey
fees under the ,vaste Lands Act be increased by 20 per cent., such increase to be applicable to all
districts in the Colony alike: always provided that all surveys shall be carried out to the satisfar.tion
of the Department.
B. S. BIRD, Chairman.
Committee Room, Tlmrsday, 2nd December, 1886.

V

MINUTES OF Pf{OCEEDINGS.

THURSDAY, NOVEiVIBER 4, 1886.
The Committee met at 3 P.llr.
Present-Mr. M'Kenzic, Mr. Sutton, .i\'fr. Dooley, Mr. Bird.
Mr. Bird was voted to the Chair.
The Chairman tabled a copy of Mr. Innes' Petition. ( Vide Appendix A.)
Resolved, that the following witnesses be summoned :-Mr. G. Innes, Franklin, Wednesday next, at 11 A.l\r.;
Mr. Hardy, Inspector of Surveys, Friday next, at 11 ·30 A.llr.; Messrs. A. Reid and C. Sprent on elates to be hereafter
-determined.
The Committee adjourned till Friday next, at 11·30 A.u.

FRrDA Y, NOVEMBER 5, 1886.
The Committee met at 12·10 P.U.
Present-~!J.r. Bird (Chairman), :i.\lJ.r. Dooley, Mr. ~i'Kenzie, Mr. Fenton, and Mr. Conway.
Mr. Wentworth Marmaduke Hardy, Inspector of Surveys, attended, and "·as examined.
Mr. Hardy withdrew.
At 3·50 P.U. the Committee adjourned till 11 o'clock on 1Yetlnesday next.

'l'HURSDAY, KOVEMBER 11, 1886.
The Committee met at 11 ·10 1•.11r.
Present-Mr. Bird (Chairman), Mr. Dooley, ttml Mr. Sutton.
Mr. Geo. Innes was called and examined.
Mr. Innes withdrew.
The Committee adjourned at l ·5 P.llr. till 11 o'clock next day.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1886.
The Committee met at l l A.nr.
Pi·esent-Mr. Bird (Chairman), Mr. M'Kenzie, and Mr. Sutton.
The Minutes of 1Jrevious meeting were read and confirmed.
Mr. ,Y. M. Hanly, Inspector Sutveys, was called and examined.
Mr. Hardy withdrew.
Mr. C. P. Sprent, Deputy Surveyor-General, was called and examined.
Mr. Sprent withdrew.
At 1·5 P.llr. the Committee adjourned till 2·30 P.llr.
The Committee reassembled at :2·30 l',ilr., when Mr. H. C. Chalmers, District Surveyor of Deloraine, was called
·and examined.
At 4 r.u. the Committee adjourned till 11 A.llr. on "Wednesday.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1886.
The Committee met at 11 ·15 A.llr.
Present-Mr. Bird (Chairman), Mr. Dooley, Mr. i\lJ.'Kenzie, and Mr. Conway.
'l'be Minutes of previous meeting were read and confirmed.
Mr. Herbert Coombes, District Sm·veyor, was examined.
Mr. Coombes withdrew.
Mr. Edward Albert Counsel, District Surveyor, was called and ex·amined.
Mr. Counsel withdrew.
It was r~s_olyed that Mr. C. P. Sprei1t, Dept:ty Surv:yor-General, be asked to furnish a Return showing the
number of District Surveyors and the amount of Fees paid annually to each Surveyor for the years 1883, 1884, and
1885; also the number of Assistants each Surveyor employed during that period, and the amount 1micl annually to
-each Assistant.
The Committee adjourned till Friday, 26th November.
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FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 26, 1886.
The Committee met at 11 A.M.
Pi·esent-Mr. Bird (Chail'man), Mr. 1-Iartnoll, :Mr. Dooley.
The Minutes of' the previous meeting were l'eacl all(t confirmed.
'rhc Chairman tabled the following documents (Appemlix B). : 1. Memo. from Mr. C. P. Sprcnt, Deputy Surveyor-General, i·e Mr. Innes' case.
2. Lettel', dated 29th Septembe!', 1886, from ~fr. G. Innes to the Deputy Surveyor-General.
3. Letter, dated 23rd Septembel', 1886, from Ml'. G. Innes to the Hon. the Minister of Lands.
4. Letter, dated 2nd Octobel', 1886, from Mr. Hnrdy, Inspector of Surveys.
5. Statement of the cost of' eertnin Surveys, from the Inspector of' Surveys.
The Clmirnmn tabled the Victol'ian scale of Survey Fc('S (Appendix C.)
'rhe Clerk was directed to send certain written questions to Mr. R Hull, Surveyor, Hamilton-on-Forth.
The Committee adjourned till ednesday, 1st Decmu be,r next, nt 11 ,t.~I.
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WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 1, 1886.
The Committee met at 11 .,\.M.
Present-Mr. Bird (Clmirnmn), Mr. Fenton, Mr. Dooley, Mr. Conway.
Tlw Minutes of the previous rnectiug were read and confirmed.
A .Memo. from Mr. Spl'ent was !'eceived.2. stating that he was unable to say whether the slip submittml to him
was a correct copy of the Victorian Scale of ~urvey Fees or otherwise.
'fhe replies to questions forwarded to Mr. Hall, Surveyor, Hamilton-on-Forth, were rc.ceivcd ~Appendix D.)
Mr. Conway withd!'ew.
'!'he consideration of the Draft Report was p1·oceeded with.
'rhe Committee m1journed until Thursday, the 2nd December, at 11 A-~I.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 2, 1886.
The Committee met at 11 ,t.~IPi·esent-Mr. Bird (Chairman), Mr. Dooley, and Mr. Fenton.
'fhe niinutes of the previous meeting were read and eon£rmed.
'rhe Draft Report was agreed to.
'fhe Committee adjourned sine die.

E VI DENO E.
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER

5, 1886.

MR. WENTWORTH MARMADUKE HARDY, examined.
1. By the Chairman.- ·what is your position? I_ am Inspector of Surveys.
2. How long have you held that position? Since 1st February, 1884.
3. By 11:fr. Dooley.-Have you any other position than that of Inspector of Surveys? I also act as
professional adviser to the Department. T was appointed to carry out Mr. Black's---scheme. My appointment was made by the Governor-in-Council. (Appointment produced.)
4. By .Zl:lr. J.lfacltenzie.-Were you appointed to act in conjunction with Mr. Black? No. My
appointment was the result of Mr. Black's report, and subsequent to it.
5. By the Chai1·man.-You say you have been appointed to carry out Mr. Black's recommendations?
Yes.
6. ·was there any commencement made to carry out his recommendations before yom appointment?
I do not think so. I have no power to make alterations without the consent of the Deputy SurveyorGeneral. I recommend, but cannot act without his consent. Certain regulations were drawn up after my
appointment, and surveyors were directed to conform to them.
7. The department did not entirely adopt Mr. Black's recommendations? No. In my first annual
report I pointed out that the fees were lower, and that there was no provision made for allowance fo1·
mileage as Mr. Black advocated.
.
8. Vfhat are the principal alterations that have been made since you entered upon your office? The
marking is much better. Tlie marks are of a more permanent character, and are made in such a way that
.we can discover lhe accuracy of the surveys years afterwards.
9. Perhaps it would be as well for you to put in the regulations? Yes ; I herewith hand in a copy of
the regulations.
.
10. Do you find much difficulty in getting the surveyors to act under the new regulations? No; they
have, I think, generally waited in hope of better things or of some better arrangement.
11. They have not been particularly pleased with the change? No.
12. On what ground ? That the fees are not. sufficient.
13. Can you speci~y upon what grounds the surveyors have taken objection? That the fees are felt
to be too low in view of the improved character of the work required, and there is no provision made for
mileage as Mr. Black advocates-that is to say, paying the surveyors for travelling to the work. There
has been a certain _amount of dissatisfaction expressed to me from time to time ; but as far. as I know, only
one surveyor has protested officially.
14. Have you found very much improvement in the class of work since the new regulations were
issued? Yes.
15. Give us a comparison between the present and the old work? Perhaps I can best answer that
question by referring you to the statement of the surveyor who made the protest. He states in a letter :
"Hitherto the surveys made in this district have been effected in the roughest possible manner, and with but
little regard to strict accuracy. Old surveys have been assumed to be correct, and worked in with new,
without question ; the most glaring discrep·ancies passing through "the Office" unnoticed, so that in very many
cases not more than one half the lot under survey has been actllally measured. The boundary lines, though
generally well marked, have not been sufficiently clear for accurate chainage, and the chaining itself has
been hurriedly performed. Moreover, the actual boundaries of lots fronting the roads or reserves have
neither been marked on the ground nor calculated on the plans. Therefore, setting aside the ·question of
use of compass and theodolite, the work required under the new regulations .is nearly double.that previously
demanded of us."
16. Does that state of things apply to one district only, as far as you know? I think it is put rather
strongly, but it is the gentleman's. own words. I have come across cases where there were similar
discrepancies or falsifications in different parts of the Colony. The subject is treated in my last annual
report.
17. To what district does the letter particularly refer? Mr. lnnes's.
18. '\Vhose petition led to this inquiry? Yes.
19. By JJtfr . .ffelachenzie.-vVas the information you read given voluntarily by Mr. Innes? Yes.
The information was submitted to me, after having been placed before the Department by Mr. Innes.
20. By the Chair-man.-The letter was written, I presume, by Mr. Innes, with a view to secure
larger fees than those given under the present system? I presume so.
21. Do you understand that it is a correct description of the ordinary work done for many year; in
that district? I should say so.
· 22. Does it refer to other surveyors? I do not know.
23. You know Mr. Innes has been in that district many yeai·s? Yes.
Smveys.
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24. From your knowledge of the older surveys of the colony prior to your appointment, do you think
that there has been to any large extent such work done as has been described by Mr. Innes in that district'!
I should not think so, to any large extent. You will find it at different places ; l have come across it at a
few places.
25. Do you find it in heavily timbered district8 generally? Yes; but sometimes in the open as well.
26. By Mr. J-l'Kenzie.-W ere there discrepancies on recent or old surveys? There were some
:quite recent.
27. By the Ohairman.-Do you consider that under the old, and somewhat careless system, surveyors
were paid in excess of what they ought to have been? In some cases. There are two phases of smvcys.
I have found a lot of old work extremely good, and quite equal to anything done now, and some of it very.
bad.
28. Would that refer to timber districts as well as to more open country? Generally to open country ;
but I have found both good and bad in open country.
29. Do you ever find good surveys in the heavily timbered country under the old system? No, not in
old surveys, bLtt I have found some very good new ones.
30. Are you generally satisfied with the improvements that have been made under the new regulations'!
In some cases I am extremely pleased, and in all cases I find the marking and chainage generally good.
31. Would that improvement apply to the district of Mr. Innes as well as others?
He informed me
that he smveys with a compass, which is a direct breach of the new regulations.
· 32. As a m_atter of fact, are they better in character then prior to the new regulations being enforcer!'!
His marking only is better than it used to be ; they all are.
·
33. Have you examined any of the surveys in the Franklin district?
Not very many.
I have
examined some of Mr. Coombes's work and of Mr. Innis\; : I suppose half a dozen or a dozen in cacl1
case, ta.ken at haphazard.
34. Have you examined Innes's work prior to the new regulations? No.
35. Then yon have had no means of comparing his work as now performed with that before? No,
I can only go by the voluntary statement read.
36. Do you think the surveyors generally are likely to . g1-adually improve in their work under the
present scale of fees, or will they be more likely to continue doing as they are now doing?
I do not
,expect any improvement in the class of work.
·
·
37. Do you take any step to iii.sist that those whose work is not satisfactory to you shall do it better'!
That is not my provi1,1ce. I simply report, and it rests with others.
38. Do you know whether the Department insists on improved ·work to be done where you report it
inferior? I do not know.
39. Do you approve of Mr. Black's recommendations in regard to fees? I do not approve of fees at
:all; but I prefer Mr. Black's scale of payment to that now in use by the Department. Personally, I
approve of payment by salary.
40. Do you r~gard the present system of payment by fees. as being somewhat unfair, because of its
paying the sarn c rate for all class of work? Yes.
·
41. I think you have said that Mr. 1nnes is the only one who has protested formally against the
present system? Y cs, as far as I know.
42. Have yon heard many expressions of dissatisfaction with the srale of fees since the new regulations
came into force? ·'l'wo or three cases : of course there are only 14 district surveyors.
43. How' many surveyors are there whose work lies chiefly in heavily timbered country? I cannot
,say-the work varies so much. Everyl.iody has som:e very thick country. Some are better off than others,
perhaps; but, as a matter of fact, there is little open couutry.
44. ·w oulcl you regard the Huon district as amongst the most difficult and rough for surveyors? I
have seen equally bad places.
45. ·w oulcl you think it desirable, if the system of payment of smveyors by fees is continued, ta
perpetuate the pre;;ent uniform rate of payment, or regulate the payment according to the class of country?
The latter might be done with advantage.
46. Yon arc aware that, pi'·ior to J\ir. Black's recommendations, there was a different scale of payment
according to the class of country? I was not aware of it.
47. It follows, then, that you were not consulted as to any alteration in the scale of fees? No.
48. Would yon think it desirable to apportion the scale of fees to the quality of the work ,Jone? Y cs.
49. That would necess1tate an inspection before payment always? Yes ; and, owing to that, I think
it would l.ie impracticable, because the cost would be increased to so great an extent.
50. From your knowledge of the character of the surveys generally, would you now be prepared to
recommend any alteration· in the system of payment? Yes. I think higher fees should be given, in dense
forests, but for really good work only.
51. Would you be prepared to go the length of Mr. Blaek's recommendations as to the scale of payment? Yes.
52. By Mr. 11£ackenzi.e.-As a matter of fact, that system has not been adopted'! No.
53. By the Chai1-man.-Y ou were appointed generally with the object of carrying out Mr. Black's
recommendations ? Yes.
.
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54. And yet you have not adopted hi!i scale of fees? I must point out that that does not rest with me.
55. Do you know why the scale of fees recommended by Mr. Black has not been adopted? I cannot
aay.
56. Do you think the fees could be so regulated that higher payment could be made in dense forests,
and lower payments in more open country, so that the total cost would be much about the same as now?·
I do not see how it is to_ be done ; there is very little open country except on the West Coast.
57. Is there any coi;.ntry for which you would recommend a lower rate of payment _than that which
is now the standard rate ?-take, for example, some of the open country on the West Coast such as the
mineral leases? Speaking generally, I would not recommend a lower rate; the country is so diversified.
58. What would you consider a fair remuneration to survey a block of 320 acres in the worst country
you know we have ? I have not gone into it.
59. Mr. Black recommends £20: is that fair remuneration? It is not excessive.
60. Do you thinK £13 l5s., given under the present scale, is enough ? I do not think so.
61. In the Gippsland district in Victoria, I believe they pay £24 for that area ; would that be
excessive for 320 acres of the most densely wooded country, if the work was carried out to your satisfaction?·
No, I do not think so, considering lost time owing to wet weather, especially if it was a detached survey.
62. Have you any know ledge of the cost of the surveys for one year? I think about £7000 a year,
but I do not know for certain. That could, however, be ascertained.
63: Do you think that the amount now paid for surveys throughout the Colony could be divided
fairly amongst the surveyors employed to give them each a fair salary ? We should have to allow some
private work besides.
64. How would you apportion their time? The matter is fraught with a considerable amount of
difficulty.
.
65. Is the whole of the time of the surveyor., at the disposal of the Govemment in New Zealand, orare they allowed private work? I do not know. I know South.Australia.
66. How are_ tlie surveyors paid there? By salaries.
67. Is the whole of their time occupied? All their time is at the disposa~ of the Government; they
are not allowed any private work of any kind whatever.
68. Are they generally found fully occupied? Yes.
69. Is there any contract survey done there for the Government? No.
70. By .ilfr. Dooley.-I think you stated that you examined surveys in different parts of the Colony?'
Yes.
71. Were they all reeent ? They were suppo;aed to have been done since the issue of the regulations,
hut I have been on oldeJ" aurveys.
' 72. How did you find those surveys? Some of the old work was excellent, I think, belonging to the:salaried staff.
73. Were these effected under certain regu,ations? I do not know.
74. If they were so well done more time may have been spent on them than that prescribed: would
not that follow? I do not think so.
75. Are you acquainted with the reguk.tions immediately before those new ones ? I did not know
tliat there were any ; I have not seen them.
.
76. How could you possibly examine surveys that were made under regulations yon did not know of,
and report upon them? I could tell whether they were faulty or not.
77. If you got on one of those old sur,eys how could you tell if you did not know under what
conditions the contracting surveyor did the work ? I could not tell whether the marking was sn:fficie:nt
or -insufficient, not knowing the specifications.
78. Have you done any of the examination_s personally yourself? Yes.
79. About what area? They would run from 50 to 100 acres.
80. Do you keep a field journal? Yes.
81. Cai1 you furnish -:is with the time and cost of any one particular lot from your journal, apportioning your own salary, that of your men, and the time? Yes, and I can also tell you what the results were.
82. Then you will furnish an example or· two for the Committee showing those particulars? ,Yes.
83. Have you observed any peculiarity in the marking you disapproved of? Only in one case..
Generally it is uniform and good. I refer to work under the new regulations.
84. Have you examined any marking under the former system? I have seen it: There was a -,.y:;rnt
of uniformity amongst the su:·veyors. Some mark excellently well, and others did not mark well.
85. They were each fornished with the rnme system? Well, they did not comply.
86. You do not know, then, whether the present regulations coincide with the former m referen.c-e to-.the marking and clearing of the lines? I do not think the regulations are quite the same.
87. Supposing you went out to examine the work of a surveyor of 20 years' standing, how could you.
report on his work if you did not know the regulations under which he was engaged? I take it that these<D1d regulations are past and done with.
88. You don't examine any of that work?' No.
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89. ·when were l\fr. Innes's surveys effected that are referred to? Since the regulations.
90. Have you known the use of the circumferenter being allowed? I believe Mr. Innes has been told
that he might go on as before for the present.
91. Is that known to the Department? Yes. He made a protest, and all the work I examined was
done by that, except a little theodolite work.

MR. GEORGE INNES, examined.

92. By the Chairman.-You are a District Surveyor? Yes,District Surveyo1· for the South Huon ·
District.
93. How long have you occupied the position of district surveyor there? About 25 years.
94. By Mr. Sutton.- Have you been in that district continuously for that time? Yes.
95. By the Chairman.-That is, you have had charge of the district? Yes, but I notice by a copy
of letter (produced) applying in 1882 for the office of Inspector of Surveys, that I was working at the Huon
in 1855, more than 30 years ago, and before District Surveyors were appointed.
96. You were dissatisfied with the emoluments you r~ceived durin~ your term of service there, and
desired an improved position? Dm'ing your term of service in the district have you ever made represen(ations until recently as to your dissatisfaction with the emoluments you .have received'! Yes, I liave
frequently clone so.
97. What response did your applications receive ? In most cases they have been recog-nised, and I
have been promised a better district as soon as opportunity occurred.
98. You have had occasional employment out of the district? Yes.
· 99. Was that more profitable to you? Certainly; much more profitable.
100. How was it that work outside the district was so much more profitable than work in it? Because
it was of a· more open character-the country was not so rough.
101. Was it contract work or day work you were employed upon out of the district? Chiefly contract
work;. but I have been employed recently at day work on the railway surveys. The most remunerative work
I have had has been contract work out ofmy district.
102. Did you ever seek to have special recognition of your claims while in your own district as to
increased pay there, or is your dissatisfaction directed chiefly to the work as a whole, and your wish to be
removed to another district? N o,-until the issue of these regulations.
103. Since the issue of the new regulations, two or three years ago, what course have you taken with
regard· to them? When the· new regulations were first issued I distinctly declined to be bound by them.
104. On what grounds? Upon the ground that it was perfectly impossible to carry out the work in
the manner in which it was supposed to be carried out by those regulations for the money the Government
then gave.
105. When you received your appointment were there any couditions as to the character of the work
and the amount of the pay? There was a scale of fees.
106. Any condition as to tlic quality of the work? The work was under the ordinary instructions,
except that in my case a special exemption was made. Mr. Dooley will perhaps remember that Mr. Calder
i~sued a circular that all work was to be done by theodolite. When I received that circular I saw the late
Mr. Calder, and asked if it was intended to apply it to my district, because if it was so intended I would
have to give up the district. He replied that he did not intend to apply it to me, and from that day I was
never in any degree bound by it. I have no writing to that _effect, but I have the fact that my surveys have
always been effected by the compass, and bear the fact upon the face of them.
107. Do you consider. that to ask you to comply with the new regulations without liaving first consulted
you as to your willingness to do so was unsatisfactory? I complained of it as unjust, and perhaps used
terms that were strong, but I afterwards explained to the Minister of Lands that I did not intend to imply
that the Minister was unjust, but that the system would act with injustice.
108. You made representations, I think, to the Department at that time with reference to the work
under the new regulations-as to· the injustice of it, and your desire that some examination of the character
of the work should be made, and the fees arranged according·ly? I did. I asked that the Inspector might
be sent to survey certain lots then in lrnnd, in order to prove that it was perfectly impossible to carry out
the surveys to the satisfaction of the Govemment, and in the manner in which the Inspector required it,
for anything like the money they were asking that it shoulrl be done for. I think my letter to the Government asked that test.surveys should be made by the Inspector, and the Inspector took some exception to that.
I did not mean that the Inspector himself should make the surveys, but that they should be made by another
surveyor under his personal superintendence.
·
109. Did you point out that under the new regulations there was something inequitable in the
decision that all surveys were to be paid for alike, whereas there was formerly a difference made between
rough and open country? Yes. It was that that I took particular exception to, because up to that period
there had always been some difference between difficult country and open country of about 25 per cent.,
which the new regulations did away with. The new regulations raised the fees in the open country, where
there was less difficulty with the work, and in the rough country increased the amount of work for the
same money.
110. It required an increased amount of work for the open country?· No. There is nothing in these
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regulations to cause any extra amount of work in the open country by the manner in which the work has to
be done. The only difference was that hitherto the· former regulations had not been strictly enforced. I
wish to quali(y this answer by stating that some little extra work is required by the new regulations in open
country-for instance, the marking of, frontage boundaries, &c.,- but not nearly so' much as in rough country.

111. Then, speaking generally, all surveyors in open country are better off under the new regulations?
Decidedly so.
112. And all those in the rough country are required to do better work for the same pay as before?
Yes.

113. I think you have told us that you requested that the value of the class of work required to be
done in difficult country under the new regulations should be ascertained by practical test? Yes.
114. And was that ever made? It has never been done.
115. Not in your district_? No.
116. Do you think it has been done in other districts of a similar character? I do not know any
other district of a similar character. I have been at work in all parts of Tasmania, and have certainly
never come across any country where the work was anything like it is at the Huon.
117. Has the Inspector visited the Huon and examined your work since his appointment? Yes, once.
118. Was it work done years ago, or work done recently, or both, that he inspected? Work done
recently, so far as I am aware of.
I Iiad no official information. The Inspector told me that he had
instructions to examine certain lots which were recently done. They were not rough lots, but were exceptional lots for that country. One was on the hillside opposite the Picnic Hotel-comparatively open
country, timbered, but not scrubby. The other was at Gardner's Bay, and was equally exceptional as regards
·the Huon-quite open and comparatively level. I suggested to Mr. Hardy that he should also visit Surges
Bay and see some lots I had just done ; these were rough lots, and he went over the lines of two of them.
119. Has the Inspector seen some of the roughe11t country you have had to survey in your district?
Hardly, since he lias never visited Port Esperance, Southport, or Recherche Bay.
120. Did he see a block taken by William Ceans? Yes; at Surges Bay.
121. Was that an average specimen of rough country there? Yes, quitf!.
122. What was the size of the block? One hundred acres.
123. Did he express any opinion as to what would be a fair payment for the survey of that? He did
not say anything to me; I only know from a letter I have from Mr. Sprent tlrnt the inspector said such_ a
survey could be accurately done for £14.
124. Accurately-that is, according to existing regulations? Mr. Sprent's letter is a little indefinite,
I conclude, however, that the Inspector had merely taken into account the time it would take a surveyor
and party to run the lines, without allowance for time lost travelling or from bad weather. The regulations
would only allow £8 lfo. for this survey, the value of which Mr. Hardy estimates at £14.
125. Then pending this visit of Mr. Hardy, I understand you were allowed to work under the old
regulations, generally speaking? Yes.
126. I sh.ould say you were not compelled to work under the new regulations ? When 1 made the
representation to the Minister with regard to the impossibility of carrying out these regulations, Mr. Sprent
replied that the Minister would take my letter into consideration, and that I might go on making surveys
as before, while an early opportunity would be taken of examining what special difficulties exi_sted in my
district.
127. Was that visit of Mr. Hardy to make this investigation? I do not know, lie did not tell me that
it was. No, if I understood him rightly he was only inspecting my work. I do not think an investigation
has ever· been made.
128. Has any exception been taken to the character of your work since the visit of Mr. Hardy?
Certainly not, except this letter of Mr. Sprent stating that the inspector reported that Mr. Innes had not
always been particular in marking with triangles. The ·inspector, in speaking to me about it,
expressed himself thoroughly satisfied with the work. He told me of one case ·where a line was rather
imperfectly marked. I have not seen any copy of l\fr. Hardy's report on niy work, which it is always
usual to do if there is any fault found.
129. Then, with the exception you have named, you are not aware of any complaints 'as to the
character of your work since the new regulations came into operation? No.
130. How long is it since Mr. Hardy visited you? He was down a little before this time last year.
131. Then it was long before that you were informed an early opportunity would be taken to investigate the difficulties attending the work of surveying in the Huon? Yes, at the time of issuing the regulations, in 1884.
132. Then, from September, 1884, till about the same time in 1885, no step was taken? No, no
examination was made into my work whatever during that time.
133. And since that examination has been made you have just heen allowed to go on in the same way?
Yes.
134. Have you been doing· a better class class of work since the new regulations came into force, or
does the work correspond to the work done before? I have been doing a better class of work. I felt bound
to do so.
135. By 11:fr. Sutton.-T!rnt better class of work entails more time, and reduces your emolument?
Certainly, it does. Until these regulations came out we used the compass in all surveys. In many cases
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wliere, for econolily, I used the compass I now have to use the theodolite ; but where. I find it impossible tomake a theodolite survey at any ordinary cost I use the compass. Other surveys are made with the theo--·
dolite just the same as in other dist.ricts. The regulations are complied with to this extent.
136. Your work includes that of your assistants? Yes.
137. Is the class of their work improved since the regulations came into force, as well as your own?·
Yes.
138. Do they use the theodolite? Yes, in cases where they can. I do not think Mr. Stansfield does,.
as he is working in rougher country, but Mr. E. G. Innes does. I do not think they have done what I
have done, but I have not been able to say anything about it in checking their work, for the simple reason
that they could not make anything out of it.
13~. In what respect is your work better done now than it was formerly? There are various ways in
which it is better. There is one point in particular which I am obliged to carry out under the new regulations, and which involves an extra amount of work-that is, with regard to marking the frontage lines.
Under the old regulations we took the coast-line, but under the new regulations we have to survey the actual
boundaries, marking them on the ground. The consequence of this in rough country is that it entailsdouble work. Mr. E. G. Innes completed some surveys at Recherche before the new regulations came out,.
'but because the plans did not go in then he was obliged to go back and run the lines to mark the actual
boundary, and it took him one and a half days extra simply to put in these lines for 100 acres.
140. That would not have been done.under the old system? No.
141. Diel you not think yourself exempted from that work? No; I only think I am exempted from
that part of the regulations which prohibits the use of the compass. All other regulations I am expected
to carry out.
142. B,y .1.lfr. Dooley.-Do you recognise any utility in marking that inner boundary line? Yes; I'
consider it desirable to do so, though it involves extra expense. There are many cases where high-water·
mark is very indefinite. As an instance, I may refer to the township of Franklin, where the river boundary
has considerably altered since original survey.
1_43. By M1·. Bird.-Do you think the Department knows that yourself and assistants, speaking·
generally, use the compass and not tlie theodolite? Yes, they could not help knowing it. It is even stated
in the report of the Inspector that such is the case.
144. You think the Department understands that if the payment for surveys was increased to a fair
amount, you would have no objection to carry out the work according to the new regulations? They do so·
understand, as I have stated in coJ/respondence that I prefer doing the work under the new regulations,.
because I prefer scientific work to work that is rough and unscientific in character.
145. What do you consider a .fair payment
a block of 320 acres in the Huon district? I wasasked to suggest a scale of fees for surveys (embracing three classes of country) which, in my opinion, would
suffice to provide for compliance in all cases with the present regulations-that is, with the complete abandonment of the use of the compass as a surveying instrnment. I feel very considerable difficulty in replying to
the question, my experience being that the country south of Hobart is in -its general character entirely
exceptional as reg·ards difficulty of survey, and must be treated as "exceptional" to do justice to the surveyors
employed ; and I would name a precedent for such exceptional treatment in the scale now in force (page 4
of"Regulations," under heading of Goldfields Act), by which lots in the West and North-"\Vest districts
are to be paid for (whether dense or open) at rates which on an average will be 50 per cent. above those for·
otlier parts of the colony. Excepting the Huon and West Coast, I could not name a fairer scale than that
indicated by Mr. Black at page 16 of his Report, but as.in most districts there is a O'Ood deal of work which
,voultl only be paid for at the lowest rates, I am not sure but that the present scale (by averaging) amounts•
to much the same thing. I do not think I stated in previous evidence the fact that, although there was nn
"'written law" on the subject, it was understood that all surveys in the Huon district would be charged as
"lieavily-timbered" under the old scale, the fees for such being in all cases demanded of selectors. 'l'he
question was settled by Mr. Calder, when Surveyor-General, by his deciding· in a ca::1e that occurred that
there. is no country at the Huon tlmt could be classed as "ordinary Crown land." The Inspector (Mr.
Hardy) estimated the cost of survey of one particular lot of 100 acres ( of about a fair average as regards
mughness) at £14. This, as I understood, was without allowance for loss of time, travelling, or from bad
weather, which ( ag-ain averaging) would increase it about 25 per cent., making it £17 10.,., as against
£12 by Mr. Black's scale, clearly showing that the latter is, so far as regards lots of over 50 acres, too·
low. I w0uld, hc,wever, undertake to carry on the district work strictly in accordance with regulations, and
to properly supel'vise the work of my assistants, on l\fr. Black's scale, provided it is recognised, as before,
that there is, as regards payment for surveys, no "open or ordinary land" in the district, treating it to this,
extent as "exceptional;" roads to be paid for as at pre:lent, and extraordinar.v difficulties in the re-establishment of old boundaries to be charged as special and by time, as in such cases extreme caution is neerlful to
prevent encroachments and complications. I have for some years past declined to effect private re-surveys
excepting upon the understanding that I should be paid for any tests which I might consider it necessary toapply to preVF•nt encroachments, and I think it essential that the same principle should be recognised by the
Government, as it has been practically by Mr. Sprent since his appointment as Deputy Surveyor-General.
I should be satisfied with an increase of smvey fees to• extent of 25 pei· cent. for the work to be done in the
same manner as at present, but should much· prefer the better class of work. I was asked if I should be
satisfied with increased pay for the future, or should I expect to receive compensation for the time during
which as shown I have not earned a living? ln further reply to this question, I will say that under 01·clinary
circumstances I should he content that my claim to increased pay in the future should be recognised; but,.
as a matter of fact, I am in the position of being unable to meet outstanding claims, and more than this,
owing to the "hand-to-mouth" manner in which I have been working for the past two years, my field
cequipment has not been attended to, and I 1·equi1·e an outlay for instruments, tents, &c., and on boat, fou·
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·which I have no avrrilable means;_ and I would respeetfnlly ask the Committee, in dcl.!iding upon any.
-recommendations they may make with refe•rence to my petition, to take into consideration the fact that I am.
.. comparatively an old man, and have been the half of a lifetime in the service of the Government.
146. Have you ever given in a statement t~ the Department as to the very rough manner in wllich
work has been done in the Huon distl'ict? Yes, at different times. I have sent a memorial to the
·Govemor in Council, and I have sent a i'eport to the Government, which would best answer the ·question
with regard to the cost of these surveys.
147. Diel you ever noint out that the lines wei·e insufficientlv cleared and could not lie found? In the
-case of my own old worl~ the lines were not as well cleared or m;rked or as accurately chained as it' should
be-conld not afford the necessary time-but it ,vas done as well as possible for the money paid for it.
With !'egard to work done by others before my time, for the most part it is grossly inaccurate, hard to
find, and a gTeat deal of it done only on paper, no boundaries being marked on the ground.
148. By l1£r. Sutton.-Have the Government ever recognised the principle of getting the work done
in this slipshod manner, and paying for it in this paltry way? They seem to have recognised it in fo!'mer
years, economy rather than accuracy having been the order of the day.
·
149. By the Chairman.-Do you think discrepancies were recognised in the office he1·e? No, there
was no field in1,pection, and no inspection in the office, or not what could be termed inspection. I find in
some cases errot·s occurred. The other day I got a tracing sent to me describing some work. done by ·Mr.
Stansfield some few years ago in which there was a discrepancy between one of the lines and a former
,survey, which had occurred in consequence of a reserved road not having been taken into account. I have
noticed other cases of serious discrepancies, all of which, of course, if there had Leen a proper system of
-check in the office, oug-ht to have been referred to me at the time.
150. Do you think there is any better check now than before Mr. Hardy came? Yes, very much
·indeed. There is nothing at all to complain of now. I have nothing to complain of in this respect. If
-the slightest discrepancy arises now they write to me, and if the error is large I have to make a re-survey
,of the lot at my own cost. One or two such cases have occurred.
151. Has there been any inspection of your assistants' work since Mr. Harcly's appointment? No lot
,surveyed by my assistants has been even seen by Mr. Hardy, to the best of my belief.
152. Speaking generally, would you have approved of Mr. Black's suggestions as to the fees for
surveys? Speaking generally, I think_ I would: perhaps with this reservation, that I think the· work in
·the H non district is such that to cal'l·v it out in all cases exactl v in accordance with these regulations, Mr.
Black's fees are not high enough. If" "11 the work were paid in accordance with the scale indicated by Mr.
Black for the roughest country, then I believe it could be done.
153. Diel he visit the Huon district? No.
· 154. Diel he have any information before him as to the character of the country there? I think not;
.I do not know who could have given it to !iim.
155. If not by you, by Mr. Coombs? I do not know; it might have been so.
.
156. Do you know from personal experience anything of the rough comitry in Victoria-Gippsland for
·mstance? No; I have never been in rough country in Victoria.
157. Have you heard of its character-whether there is anything corresponding to the Huon district?
All that I have heard is, that there is nothinrr as bad as the H non. I had an assi;.tant last year who told
·me when first he came to me that he had been t~sed to rough country in Gippslancl, Lut when he got to the
Huon he acknowledged that there was nothing like that in Victoria.
158. Do you know what fees are allowed in Victoria for surveys in the Gippsland district? Only
·from what I gather from the papers. I notice from the Azt.\tralasian, that under the new land regulations
.the survey fee for 320 acres, in the roughest parts of Victoria, is £25. B. ere it is £1 :3 lfo. This is the
maximum. Tenders are called for the surveys.
159. If the scale of fees was altered now so that the work in the rough country ,,,as paid for at the
:(1ighest rate according to Mr. £lack's suggestion, would you feel satisfied to go on from. the present with- the
mcrease, or would you consider from your peculiar circumstances that yon were entttled to some compensation for the work done since you prntestcd against the ~ystem? I certainly think I ~rn entitled to
some compensation, although, at t.he same time, I would go on-wottld have to g·o on-without. But I
think I am ent_itlecl to so·m~ compensation, as I have sho,~'n in my petition. Since these regulations I have
not made my family expenses. I had a somewhat similar case when the late Mr. Calder was SurveyorGeneral, with respect to some tramways. Mr. Calder came clown to see me and told me I would be
required to go down to Port Esperance to lay out a line of tramway for the Government, at £10 pei· mile.
I told him it could not be clone for the monev · but he said f would have to cro. I then said I would
go, but it would bl3 under protest, and if I f~u~d it could be done for £10 a ~ile I would do it for that.
I found it could not be clone, and claimed payment at a rate per day; and instead of .£10 it came to very
.nearly £20 per mile, which rate was paid both to myself and Mr. Hall.
1_60. 'l'hat was, after fixing the fees they found they were at too low a rate ? ~ es. ~ could not demand
,anytlung, as I went on doing the work, but Mr. Calder, knowing the fees ·were ms11ffic1ent, recommended
·the extra payment.
· .
161. By llfr. Sutton.-Has the Department acknowledged your protest as to doing the work pending
·a eonsicleration ? No, I do not know that they have, but I pointed out, after seven months' working of the
new regulations, that I was not earning a living.
·
162. You have simply drawn their attention to the a.mount fixed for surveying in that particular portion
of the country as not being sufficient to do the work in the way it is desired: what response or ~·eply !rnve
you had to that? No reply, except an rJffice letter that an early opportunity would be taken to rnvestigate
my complaint. 'l'his was at the ver_y first, in 1884; I have ha<l no 1,eply to the representations I have since
@a.de.
0
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163. By tlte Oliairman.-Do you know anything of the way surveys are effected in the Huon district,
outside of your own portion, by other surveyors? I only know that Mr. Coombs told me himself that he
does not carry out the regulations any more than I do. He told me he does the same as I do-carries out
the present regulations as far as they can be reasonably carried out, only he uses a compass attached to his
theodolite and I use a circumferentor.
164. Do you know if Mr. Coombs was visited by the Inspector? Yes; the Inspector told me so.
165. From your knowledge of the Colony, what other district do you think would correspond most
closely to the Huon district as to the rough cha.meter of the country? •I don't think there is anything
at all approaching to it. There may be parts of other districts-fol" instance, parts of the North-West
Coast may be called as bad as the roughest parts of the Huou district-but they would be entirely exceptional.
I am speak.ing from actual experience, because I have been at work on the North-West Coast myself, and
during- the time I was there I did work to the amount of £1000 total value in 12 months. Some of the
work was open and some of it rough, but there was certainly nothing I came across anything like the
average of the Huon district. This was nearly 30 years ago.
166. By .Mr. Dool,ey.-You have made some surveys for tram roads and main roads: did these give
entire satisfaction? Yes.
167. Did you furnish sections and plans? The work for the tramway was done exactly in the same
way as for a railway survey. The ground was pegged out every chain, the levels taken, and even estimates
for the earthworks given.
168. What instruments did you use in this case ? The theodolite.
169. I see by the illustration that roads passini! through an allotment are marked through the centre?
It is shown in the example, but I do not think it is insisted upon.
170. By tlte Ohairman.-Do you m·ean to inform the Committee that what is required there in the
survey of a road as part of the regulations is not insisted upon? I cannot say it is part of the regulations.
It is on the diagram or specimen plan ; but the regulations themselves do not say that it is 1·equiretl. All
roads on which allotments front require to be marked, and that is done.
171. By ·J.lfr. Dooley.-Do you think it would not be better to mark the actual boundaries, and not
mark the centre of the road on which an allotment fronts ?-in most cases the road is intended to be opened
at some time, and the centre marks will then be done away with. In view of that, would it not be better
to mark the actual boundaries? I only know that to so mark the roads would entail a large amount of
work. At present we mark the angles on tlie boundary lines by well-secured corner pins.
172. That was not the case under the old instructions that preceded these? No. Under the former
instructions we did not leave any marks on the side-bounds of roads, except at the crossing of boundarylines, where we put in corner-pegs. That was a loose system of doing the work.
·173_ Suppose an allotment fronted on a road, would you not in that case mark the roadside on the
boundary of the allotment instead of the centre? It would all depend upon circumstances. There is no
rule obliging you to do it. It would not be done in general, excepting, as before stated, at the angular points.
174. Have you got the regulations issued when the late Mr. Butler was Minister? No, I have
diflerent circulars, but they were never compiled. There was no rule, and there was no complaint when
you marked the survey on the boundary lines, and put in corner-pegs, leaving nothing at all along the
line of road.
.
•
175. But suppose a road was open, would not marks be put in at once? Yes, in some cases; but the
corner pegs only were adopted in most cases.
176. Do you think that the best way? I think it would be best to mark the actual boundary, although
it would entail extra work.
·
·
177. By Mr 8utton.-And that extra work would tell against the surveyor, inasmuch as he gets so
much per lot? Yes.
.
178. By }Jfr. Dooley.-Is there anything in these new regulations as to the system of marking?
Yes, m•nks are to be by triangles.
179. That was not the case in the reguiations preceding these-they only required side-marking of
trees? Yes, only blazing.
·
180. Has the marking by blaze only, led to any difficulty in subsequently discovering the boundaries?
Not if well done. I have found marks of that kind made by the late Mr. Calder 50 years ago.
181. In asking that the Inspector might look at some of the work you were doing, your object was
that he might ascertain the time it took, and thereby calculate the cost of effecting these surveys?
Yes. I did not mean that the Inspector should do the work. I may have been wrong to suggest that, and he,
very naturally, took it as infra dig.; but I meant to suggest that some one should make a test under his
supervision.
182. By the Chai1-man.-Would you approve of a system of paying surveyors by salary rather than
by schedule prices? I certainly think it would be fairer.
·
. 183. Do you thin~ it would be pra~ticable? Yes; it is done in other places. It would be fairer than
the present system, unless the present system could be altered to make it more equitable. As Mr. Black
says, the present system is so inequitable that one surveyor. is paid a great deal more than others for
doing similar work.
·
.
184. By Mr. Dooley.-It appears to me that some surveyors have abundance of work, while others have
not enough? Yes, that is the case. At the same time there would not have been any complaint if the
Government gave a man all the work in his district, and paid him fairly for it. J t is not as if I had not
sufficient work.. I have had :work enough, of the roughest character, to employ all my time, and have made
nothing at all out of it. That is what I complain of.
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185. By the Ohairman.-Have you had sufficient·work outside your district at an improved paysuch as you have referred to-which would enable you to make a fair average of payment?
No, I have
not. During the whole 25 or 30 years there have been only two or three occasions on which I have made·
anything at all extra. On the North-West Coast I had work th~t, done by myself alone (without any pro-fessional assistant), came to £1000 for 12 months under the former scale of fees. I was at work at Sorell
and East Coast with one assistant, and the average amount of work we did came to £140 or £150 per mont]1.
Of course the expenditure for the .parties came out of it. At Flat Top, five or six years ago, l did some work
amounting to £200 in 2½ months without any assistant. This is just merely as against what I have been
able to earn in my own district. About two years ago I was sent to the West Coast, and did work amounting
to £200 for six weeks. I had a party, and, of course, there were very heavy expenses attached to it. My
petition shows that in 1885, in my own district, the total amount of work I did amounted to about £300·
for myself, and my assistant did about the same.
We were both at work the whole year.
186. By ilh·. Doole_y.-What percentage do you allow your assistants? Seventy-five per cent.
187. Do you know if that is a general rate? Yes, I have always understood that is the general rate.
188. And you have to plot and check their work before sending it away? It aiways passes tluough,
my hands and I check it, but I do not always plot it. I am supposed to check it in the field as well, but I
cannot do it-I cannot afford to do it.
] 89. You countersign the diagram, and if there is anything wrong you are responsible ? Yes. I have·
pointed.it out to the Minister of Lands and positively refused to do it any more.
I have to be responsible
for it and cannot afford to check it.
I have to take the work as it is done, and I know my assistants do
not earn any more than their chainmen.
190. By the Ohairman.-Do you get much private work in the district? Very little.
191. Does it make any appreciable difference in your earnings? No, I took only .£300 for the year;.
and being employed all the year, my party expenses were £200 out of it.
192. Do you mean you were at work in the field, bad weather excepted, all the year through ? Yes,
with one exception-about Christma,s time I am a month at home. During the year 1885, with that·
exception, I was at work, or prepared to go _as soon as the weather would allow.
193. And you are obliged to get extra l~bour? Yes,·I am obliged to take extra assistance on account
of the extra marking. If the Government would put me on the same footing with regard to other surveyors,
as 1:/efore issue of new regulations, and give me 25 per cent. advance, J should be satisfied to go on doing·
the work-that is, to carry out the regulations a~ far as, it could reasonably be done; not to carry out tbe
Yegulations in their entirety with regard to theodolite work.
194. By .1.l1r. Doole.11.-Is there any rule making it imperative upon a surveyor to put stakes in after·
the theodolite has been used? No, I do not think so; it merely stipulates that the theodolite should be nsed.
195. By the O!tairman.-V-lhat objection have you to using the theodolite? It involves. so mncl1
more work.
In the Huon district there are many objections: it is so rough, and the lines are soimperfectly cleared that it is positively unsafe to carry the instrument.
196. By 1H1·. Dooley.-With the circumferentor yon sight a tree 10 chains away and walk straight to·
it? Yes, stake a line to it. With the theodolite, instead of doing that, yon have a complicated system of
taking angles around it. There. is this to be said: an error made by the theodolite con tin nes rigl1t
throughout the sm'vey, whereas by the compass it is limited; much more care is therefore needed.·
197. B,y the Cltafrman.-In your petition I notice you have expressed the opinion "That the wlwle·
of tl1e surveys throughout the island can be carried out in a properly scientific and accurate manner at a
cost to the country not exceeding that at present incurred, by the adoption of a system by which encl1
smveyor shall receive adequate pay, and no ·more, for the time he is employed; abolislii11g the anomaly
which at present exists of officers of similar grade, and equal in every other respect, working under such
different. circumstances ai;, to give them incomes ranging from .~tarvation point to £800 or £900 a _re'clr."·
:By what system do yon think that could be done? By the salary system. I believe under the salary system
surveys would not cost more than now if surveyors did honest work and carried out their work fairly.
198. Do you think that by a readjustment of the fees-that is, by reducing the fee» in open country
and increasing those for rough country-anything could be accomplished? I shonlcl not like to make :rny
suggestion with regard to reducing otber fees. I do not cnre if other surveyors make ,£1000 a year. I
want to make a living myself, and if I can get that I do not care how much olher surveyors get.
199. Do you think the payment for open country now is excessive'? I think there are cases whem it
become;; excessive where there are a great number of small lots tog·ether. I can show how, with a rmmbc1:.
oflots, Mr. Sprent himself did very well. I am not taking this case because :Mr. Sprent is Deputy
Surveyor-General, because I believe Mr. Sprent really deserved what he got; hut it is an ex:impl<' of how
the fees act for a large number of lots being surveyed together in a comparatively open country, and the·
]arge sum of money tliat ~an be got out of it. Anothel' case was brought before the House, where b'lr.
Walpole, in surveying township allotments, made £1500 in 6 or 7 months. I do not believe tlmt ir
salaried surveyors were employed, and all paid fair salaries, the work would cost more than it does at present.
At the same time I would not recommend any reduction.
200. B.IJ Mr. Dooley.-In the event of salaries being paid to district sni·veyors, and the prqbabi]ity of
their not being always employed in effecting surveys, <lo you think other work, such as laying out roadl'J,
extending roads, or other work to fill i.1p their time could be found, cutting- tracks and exploring new
country, for instance? Yes, and in checking old surveys as well. I should like to show the Commjtt-ee
some facts of the work in the Huon district. [The witness produced a plan of his district, and stated fiiat
lie was obliged to keep a whaleboat, prepared for sea, to go to Recherche Bay and other parts. lUr.
E. G. Innes was at Recherche a little time ago an<l found it impossible to make a survey owing to 1the
1
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difficulty of finding the old lines. There are now two lots to smvey there, the foes for which togethe1·
amount to £6 5s., and there will probably be much difficulty in finding the old line to join on to.
201. B!J .11£.r. Doole,11.-W· ould the public interests be served by making out plans of a number of -lots?
I would not recommend it in all cases. Some of it has been clone, and I would not recommend it bein(l" clone
again. There is some work marked out, and it would be better if it had not been done at all. At Hythe,
some years ago, I had to trace the township bounc:lary for two miles (taking me three days) before I could
get a starting point for a survey of 25 acres, for which I got paid £3 15s.
202. All this difficulty would be overcome by payment by salary? Yes, or by payment for actual time
•employed. Difficulties arise through having to run down lines to join, and discrepancies occur through
running down imaginary lines withot1t taking steps to check it ; hence a good deal of the work is felt to
be unsatisfactory. I produce the plan of the township of Liverpool, where there is shown a great clisr.repancy between the old lines and thy position they should really occupy. The difference exceeds 1 acre in
lots of 10 acres. In some cases there is a difference of from two to three chains between the lines as laid
-out and their exact position. A portion of this land has been ct1t up and sold, and people are _actuallv
-occupying lots they did not purchase, by mistake. I am now referring to the office to know what is to be
done. The only way it can be rectified is to recall the grants and make fresh grants. The · Govemment is
.to blame for not having paid sufficiently well to institnte proper test surveys·.

FRIDAY, NovEMBER

12, 1886.

MR. W. M. HARDY, 1·ecallecl ancl examined.
·203. By the Chairman.-You have had considerable experience in your profession? Yes.
[Mr. Hardy here handed in testimonials from Mr. J. W. Jones, Deputy Surveyor-General of South
Australia, dated February, 1883; and a letter from Mr. J. W. Goyder, Surveyor-General of South Australia,
acknowledging the service::: rendered hy Mr. Hardy in canying out a trigonometrical survey of that colony,
and the 16 ye;irs he was in that Department.]
204. To_ what extent have inspections of field-work been made by you, such as that referred to by you
in the report you have tabled? I have made ordinary inspections, such as the Deputy Surveyor-General
or Chief Surveyor in South Australia does in examining work. I also chained places here and there on
the closing line, having reference chiefly to the marking and chaining, but I took an angle now and then.
205. By .1lfr. Maclwnzie.-Have yon found any discrepancies in the bearings? The bearings are
magnetic, so that there is always a discrepancy. I have found discrepancies.
206. By the Chainnan.-Have you been in the district of each surveyor for the purpose of field
surveying? Yes, 'with the exception of the districts of Messrs. Jones, Windsor, and Sorell.
207. Do you consider 'it sufficient to inspect occasionally a survey which has been effected by any
particular surveyor, .or is it desirable that all the work should be inspected? It is only nece;,sary to inspect
work here and there at haphazard. The expense of examining all the work would be too great.
208. That is the custom elsewhere, is it not? Yes, here and there where the surveyors least expect it.
209. Have you any system of check by which you can discover discrepancies in the office? Yes, the
-work, if done according to the new regulations, affords a perfect system of check in· itself.
210. \\That is that system? If the work is too correct when balanced by calculation, suspicion will
,arise.
211. By llfr ..Macllenzie.-Suppo~e a man knew that, and made his ·measurements slightly different,
what then? The field inspection is carried on as well.
212. By tlte Chainnan.-If to prevent suspicion the surveyor does not :::how an absolute close, but a.
,close approximate to it, how would it be detected theu if there had been a fal:::ification of the lines? By my
field inspection.
213. If there was nothing in the diagrams to j ustizv suspicion, would you be likely to go and inspect
·the work in the field ? Yes.
214. In every case? In most cases; and the wol'k would also be checked by standard liues that have
'been mn in different pasts of thr. colony which we have in the office, and the technical information of which
,surveyors do not know, or should not know.
215. Do you consider that the mode of inspection and system of check now in operation is sufficient to
-enmre satisfactory surveys? Yes, but we want more standard work.
216. Is it by that means you would have a better check in the office? Yes, and more correct plan:::.
217. \Vonld it involve much additional co:::t to secure more standard work? No; I had some 60 miles
,done for me personally, for nothing.
218. In Tasmania? Yes.
219. Have you recommende,l the Department to have more standard work done? Yes ; an especial
,survey vote i8, or was intended for that purpose, but it has been gr:rdnally reduced oflate.
220. Do you think it clesiraule that this vote shoultl be reduced? No ; we want more standard work.
-done.
221. By 1lfr. Jl:far-l1enzit•.-Is the amount of survey fees charged by Government paid to the surveyors,
-or only a portion of it? I think the surveyor gets the full amount paid fo1 the surveys.
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222. Is your inspecting staff sufficiently large to meet yonr views ? Yes.
223. Do you think there is quite enough field inspection carried on ? Yes; it is as much as they can
do if they keep up with the present regulations.
·
224. On how many orcasions did you visit Mr. Innes's district? Twice.
225. Are you aware tliat M'.r. Innes has all the work south of Geeveston carried on by an assistant, or
nearly all? I am told he has an assistant.
226. Have yon been in the neighbourhood of Franklin? Not on duty of inspection.
227. Has any of the work ofI\'Ir. Innes's assistant been inspected? We look to Mr. Innes-assistants
are not recognised.
228. Have you inspected any of the work done by Mr. Innes' assistant? I did, I believe, in the neighbourhood of Surges Bay, but Mr. Innes is responsible for all that work.
229. What was the character of the work yon examined at Surges Bay'? It wa;i very rough country,
and the chaining was good, and so was the marking.
230. Were these the surveys to which you referred in the report yon furnished to the Department-the
cases of Eaves and Cearns? I think so. I believe one line was badly marked, but I stated the price on salary..
23 I. Did you consider it a particularly rough piece of country? Yes.
232. As rough as any you have seen in the colony? I think I have seen equally rough.
233. By .Zl-£1·. J.viacllenzie.-Do you mean broken country or scrubby? I mean ·heavily timbered~
broken, and with enormously large trees thrown clown and interlaced-trees 10ft. thick to clamber over.
234. By the Chairrnan,-Have you inspected any surveys in Mr. Innes's district, south of Surges·
Bay? Immediately south I have, but not at Esperance or Recherche.
235. Do you consider it sufficient to inspect a few of the surveys in a district surveyor's district,
without examining such as may have been done by his assistants? Hitherto I have gone where I Jiave·
been instructed to go. lt does not rest with me to say where I go; the surveys even are chosen for me.
236. Will that always be so, or will it not in future be left free, in your position as Inspector of Surveys,.
to visit districts and all parts of districts as you think desirable? I think that ought to be the case ; it is,
most desirable.
237. Is it so in other colonies? Yes.
238. Does the amount of inspection yon have clone in the Franklin clistl'ict correspond with wliat you•
have clone in other surveyors' districts as to quantity? Yes.
239. That is to say, five or six surveys in each district mµresent the amount of inspection you liave·
done? It would average from six to twelve, taken in different places.
240. During two years?. I have only been inspecting field-work since September, 1885, till April,
1886.
.
241. Do you expect to do a similar or larger amount of field inspection each year ln future ? About
a 8imilar amount ; then I have the standard work also to superintend.
·
242. Were the snrveys you were sent to inspect in the Franklin district fairly, representative of tJieclass of country throughout that district? No, not all of them.
243. Have you been sufficiently through that district to be able to judge of the general character of"
the country? 1 think so ; it is very rough generally.
244. In one of your reports to the department with regard to one of the snrveys in Mr. Inncs's di~trict,.
you stated that £14 would be a fair remuneration for 100 acres; do yon wish it to be understood that
would be fair payment for every 100 acres in such class of country, or was there anything· exceptional in tlrnt ·
lot? I meant on salary. The block was easy of access, being on a tram-line.
2-!5. By Mr. J.lfaclienzie.-Why conld it be_ dearer done on salary? It might have been raini11g for
a week previously.
·
246. By the C!tai1·man.-\,Vhat would have been a fair contract price? I wonlcl not care to work 1n
that district
all on contract.. At present the fee is £8 15.~., but I should think from £14 to £20 pe:r100 acres would be a fair price.
247. When you say £14 or £20 would be fair payment for the survey of that particular ·Iot, do you
mean for the work as it was clone, or as it should be clone under the new regulations? As it shonla be
.done under the new regulations.
. 248. Do you think there was much fear of injury to the theodolite in surveying a block like that 'l'
'l'here is always danger in every block.
249; Would the risk be greatly increased in that particular block? No, I do not think so.
250. In estimating a fair fee for surveys generally in that country, do you take into consideration ris1.:
of injury to the instrnments? We never take into consideration risk of damage to instruments or loss of"
time.
251. Do you think that -the objections to us13 the theodolite in that rongh country arises from· l:Iie risk
incurred from damag-ing in!'truments ? Partly that, and partly because the surveyor is obliged to cariy
the theodolite himself for safety.
.
252. On that score, do you.think a higher scale of fees might be asked than when the com'pass is
allowed? We do not recognise the compass at all ; it should not be allowed.
253. Should the compulsory use of the theodolite entitle surveyors to a higher scale of fees than if tlie
compass were allowed ? Yes ; but I take exception to the use of the compass at alL
· ·-
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254. B;lj .ilfr. .ilfackenzie;-Comparing. Franklin •with the North-West Goast; .is it rougl1er· or. not so
-rough? I do not think there is much to choose ; they are very similar districts ...
255. B.11 the Clwirman.-Is there as much heavy fallen. timber on the· North~ West Coast as· irr
.Franklin 1 No.
2i'56, Is the country as broken 1 No,it is not.so.broken as the country about Esperance.
257. By .ilfr. 111 aclwnzie.-How WO\!-ld Franklin compare with Tasman's. Peninsula:?. I saw some
ilots at the Peninsula quite •as. bad as those at Surges Bay,. but it was at the head of the tram where the
iPrisoners had felled the timber.

MR. C. P. SPRENT, called and examined.
258. By t!te C!tairman.-What position do you occupy? Deputy Surveyor-General.
259; We would· like· you to inform us how· far Mr. Black's• recommendations have been carried out in
il"egard··to the system of payment for surve:'s ?· Since Mr. Black's report·a series of regulations have been·
jssued for the guidance of surveyors. These regulations in many cases.are old and defunct regulations
revived, but many new regulations have been added, the. object being to bring the survey system of this
·Colony to a standard nearly approaching that of Victoria, as far as can be done in a heavily timbere,l
,country, 'fhe most· important point in the new regulations is that all surveys must be brought to a
mathematic11.l close, in order that the value of the work may be checked in the office and also in the field;
The sur.vey fees,..that·is to say, the foes paid to surveyors for the work, remain the same as formerly, except that
whereas formerly the amount paid for· surveys was subject to a deduction of one-fourth in all joining work,
.and lightly timbered land was paid. for at a less rate than heavily timbered land, these deductions have
been abolished, awl no deductions are now made..
· . 260,. By ,'1r. Alaclwnzie.- Surveyors are· required· to do the work more carefully, but they are better
paid? Yes.
26 l. In all separate··surveys in rough country the payments remain: as· before ? Yes.
262. By tile Cliafrman.-What proportionate work is involved in carrying out the new regulations as
,compared with the former work? I cannot answer that question.
. 263. Take 100 acres in some of the roughest country, what proportionate amount of increased w01·k
would there be in working under the new regulations? l would insist on the survey being pmperly made•
under. all circumstances. If a survey under the old regulations; faithfully made, was paid• for at the rate of
.£8 15s. for 100 acre block, the work under the new regulations is fairly worth £10.
264. Would you consider £8 15s. for a 100 acre block, if faithfully done, sufficient payment? Yes.
265. As a matter of fact, there was not much insi8tance on the old regulations being observed? No,
,they had fallen into disuse.
266. And surveyors had regarded payment of fees as then made as applicable to the system of sm•vey
they had fallen iuto? They did their work much as they liked, provided it.was passed and paid.for; there
was no possible check on it.
267. Do you think.it likely that had the old regulations with the old fees been insisted on fully, that
surveyors would have made much objection to them? They were always supposed to carry out the regulations. It was the lax system in the office that allowed them not to do so.
268. Was a copy of the old regulations always issued to. surveyors on getting their appointment? I.cannot say ; it was supposed. to be done; a copy was :;;ent me on my first appointment.
269. As a matter uf fact, there had been considerable laxity in the Department in regard· to· insietance
•On the old regulations being carried.out? Yes. ·
· 270. Were Mr. Black's regulations as to payment for surveys carried out by the Department under the
present regulations'/ Not entirely.
271. Do you think that· his recommendations as to fees were excessive for the class of work he
recommended? Not for the class of work he recommended, but we have no necessity for that dnss of
work at. present.
272. By 11:fr. Jlfaclwnzie.-You think it too costly for this country?· Yes, at· present; we may
advance to that bye-and-bye.
273. By the Cliairman.-For the class of work now insisted on, do you considc1· the :present payment
sufficient? ocarcel y.
274. Would that apply to the more open country? I take it all round: we made no distinction in
open and· hca,·y country. There is very little work done now in open country.
275. You think taking each district by itself, and the rolony through, thel'e is not very much difference
in the character of the country? There may be. in the character of the country, but taking the circumstances
in each surveyor's work I consider that all, if any, are entitled to increased. pay.
276. You think the fees at present are rather low? Yes;
277. Did Mr. Black see the various kinds of cou~try before making his report? Yes. He proposed
to have three scales-open country, heavily-timbered country, and veiy rough country. That would have
brought us back to the difficulty we experienced under the old regulations, and would have increased tliat,
diffiClllty, inasmuch as it would have been difficLilt to satisfactorily determine under wha.t scale the various
surveys would be made. Some surveyors' consciences might be elastic as .to what was light and what was.
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beavily-timbered country. It was the difficulty in 1Separating them that led ·me to abandon the distinction.
Still I think concessions should be made to the -surveyors on account of the greater work involved under
the new regulations.
278. Speaking generally, do you think the abolition of distinction for different payments for different
classes of country has met with tlie approval of the surveyors? Yes, generally.
.
279. By 11:fr. Jlfacllenzie.-Do you think, taking all things into consideration, that- the price paid
would be equal in all districts? I do no.t think there is much difference ; if the work is not heavy timber
there are difficulties that counterbalance advantages.
. 280. Do you think the Regulations now in force• are .fairly complied with? Yes, so far as the reports of
the Inspector lead me to believe. So far as I can judge, I think if the w01·k is not quite up to regulations
tlie work is being gradually brought up to that standar~.
281. By tlte. Cli.afrman.,-You have reason- to believe· there is improvement in the work in most; if not
all,.the districts? Yes, in all districts· I may say there is very great improvement.
282; Have you received·officially many complaints as to insufficient remuneration obtained' by the
:Scale of fees for the improved' class of work?· I have had: complaints from Mr. Innes, and I have been
informed by Mr, Chalmers that he found it very difficult to make a living in his district. With these
.exceptions l have not heard complaints.
283: Is the character of Mr. Chalmers' work generally good? The first inspection made disclosed
the fact that his surveys were not being satisfactorily made, but on subsequent inspections the Inspector
reports the work is being faithfully performed.
284. When you i;ay faithfully performed;. do, you mean. up to the p1:esent regulations?· Surh of fr as
·we have inspected has been up to present regulations. •
285. Do. you know of any other district: in ,,,hich the work is actually up to tlie regulations? Taking:
it generally all round it appears to be. Of course the number· of surveys· we inspect is a very sma!I'pro~
portion of what the surveyors do, and although, we have had to complain, of inaccur1rnies I believe.they
are the exception.
286. Do you believe the marking in every case has improved? 'With one exception, the lni<pector's'
report says the marking is well done.
28i. Is the theodolite used in every districtexcept Mr. Innes's? So far as I am aware, Yes.
288. H·ow do you find out.what instruments thev use? The Inspector examines the theodolite, and'
calls on each surveyor to produce it.
~
289. Do you not think it possible to use the- compass ancl:still produce the theodolite?" He- would be
an eccentric man who would use the circumferentor in preference to a theodolite in heavy country. I cannotunderstand a surveyor doing so.
290. How is it Mr. Innes objects to use the theodolite? I put it down as an eccentricity of.his.
291. By 11:fr. lliuclwnzie.-Is it not<more difficult to-take a theodolite about in rough country? Yes,
it would be; but the work is very much more expeditiously and accurate_ly done with the theodolite ..
292. B:lf tlte Clwfrman. - Have you reason. to believe· that M·r. Innes1s is the only district in which
;the compass is used? Yes ; and: I. would be very sorry to think he used it on, all. occasions.
293. Have you had any formal·protest against",vorking under'·the new regulations, exceptii1g from Mr~
Innes? No.
294, Had you any complaints from him against working under the new regulations? No.- When
the new regulations came into force he simply refused to be bound- by them.
295. What steps were taken· relative to- the protest?" He was told he· might go on under the· old·
regulations until we had an opportunity of examining- his work.
296. Has that examination been made ? Partly.
297. What-result has followed?" I was not satisfied with the information receive<l, and I gave orde1-s.
for another examination.
298.· Has that been made?" It ha>' been oi·de"red; but not executed.
299. Is thern anything in the COITC>'pondence between Mr. Innes and the Department which ought to
be laid before the Committee? I think I had better lay before the Committee the minute submitted by me
to the Minister on Mr, Innes's case. (The correspondence· in question was then tabled);
300. The correspondence now laid• on the ta_ble, together with the. i;ninutes, indicate the position
-occupied immediately· prior to Mr. Innes's petition being receive<l? Yes.
30T°. Was the case under conside~·ation when Mr. Innes's petition was tabled? Yes.
302. Has anything been done since? No;. action was then suspended.
303. Do you know whether he has been carrying on his work in similar style since the·new regnla-:,
tions came into force, or has he worked on ai~ improved style? I believe his work has improved.
304. Are you prepared to say whether his work., p1'.ior to the new regulations coming into force;.·
.generally gave satisfaction? It was not satisfactory.
305. Was it less so than that of the surveyors generally? I believe it was; from the enquiries I have
!Illade in the Department.
306. Was Mr. Innes acquainted with the dissati,.,faction -0f the Department? I cannot say.
307. Since you became Depnty-Survey@r General 11a.s ther,e been any intimation to him. that his 'wo1-k
was unsatisfactory? No.
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308. Has there been any special occasion of complaint of Mr. Innes's work since the new regulations
came i11to force? We have not inspected it sufficiently to obtain a clear idea of its value.
309. Have yon seen Mr. Inner's petition? Yes, I have a copy.
310. In that he expresses generally the position he has ·taken up with regard to the Department? His
petition is merely an echo of his last address to the Department, which I have traversed in the papers I
have submitted.
311. Have you had occasion to regard the attitude Mr. Innes has taken up in his correspondence as
objectionable? I might fairly take exception to the tone of his letters to the Department, but l\:Ir. Jnnes
being a very okl surveyor under the Department I have wished to deal justly aud considerately with him.
312. By 11Ir. Dooley.-Do you mean rather leniently? Yes. Generally i.-:peaki11g, the papers I have
put in will show the position I have taken up, and I would wish to add a few words in explanation. I gather
from .the petition there are two points at issue. One is, that the survey fees generally are insufficient; the
other is that the Huon district is an especia!Jy rough district, and therefore Mr. Innes's surveys should be
paid for at a higher rate than those of other surveyors. The first point I am prnparcd to admit.
As already stated in evidence, I think the survey fees generally should be increased, Lm the difficulty I see
is to decide who is to pay the increased cost. It would be unfair to expect the selectors to pay it, and
I liave no hope of getting any further sums from the Ge·neral Revenue. 'l'hen, as to the second point-that
the Huon is a particularly rough district-I have already stated in my evidence that, considering· the various
circumstances attending the work of district surveyors generally, I do not think there is much to choose
between the districts. I am of opinion that if Mr. Innes is unable to make a living in the Franklin district
it is mainly o,ving to the fact that he does very few of his surveys himself. For instance: out of 90 smveys
made in the Franklin district between February 1885 and February 1886, 48 were made by Mr. Innes
himself and 42 by his assistants. 'l'he number of surveys made by Mr. Innes includes 9 small town allotments, so that in reality he only made 39 sectional surveys out of 81, and as the amount of smvcy fees
amounted to £481 Ss. ·it would _be impossible for three men to get a living out of that work.
313. Do y~u mean three surveyors? Yes; Mr. Innes and two qualified assistants.
314. By the Cltainnan.-Do you think any one surveyor could have done that work in a year?
Certainly.
315. What number of assistants-chainmen, &e.-would be necessary? Two would be sufficient.
316. You think there would be no just grounds for serious complaint as to payment if lVfr. Innes
ocmipied himself fully with the work put into his hands? I think so, bem·ing in mind that I have advocated
an increased pay all round.
317. By Jlfr. Doole_y.-In altering the scale of fees would it not be advisable to keep to the scale and
raise the fees proportionately? I would raise the £8 l 5s. fe~ to £10, and so on proportionately.
318. By the Chairman.-Do you at all regard your permission to Mr. Innes to continue his work
under protest as to any extent an admission of the justice of his claims for largely increased payment of
fees in view of the peculiar character of his district '1 I wanted to satisfy myself as to the alleged peculiar
character of the district.
319. Have you had sufficient investigation yet to fully satisfy you'/ No.
320. ·Do you remember if one of the lots Mr. Hardy went to inspect had been reported by Mr. Innes
as· being worth £30 to surv&y 100 acrGs;--do you remember the result of that iuspectiou '! I cannot
remember exactly. Mr. Hardy can tell you. Mr. Hardy, I know, did not agree with .Mr. Innes.
321. Did Mr. Hardy estimate the work as worth £14 in such country? Yes; I now rememLer hcdiJ..
322.
ould you regard such a lot as being exceptionally rough ? From the report, I take it to Le an.
,exceptionally rough block; but you must take the work right through the district on an aven1gc .
. 323. In his petition Mr. Innes expresses the opinion that by altering the systeni of payment somewhat, .
.all the surveyors could be more equitably paid, and the whole cost of the surveys not be more than at.
present: do you concur in that opinion? He simply makes an affinnation-he does not formulate it in any
3hape. I do not agree with that affirmation.
324. Do you prefer the system of payment by contract to having salaried surveyors? I prefor the·
contract system to the salaried system.
325. Is not the salaried system in operation in the other colonies? It is in some, but not in others.
326. Do you know why it should operate satisfactorily in other colonies aud not here? V{ e wouhl.require a much more. expensive staff, both in the office and the field, to conirol the surveys. 'l'he land laws
in other colonies provide for survey before selection ; but in Tasmania it is selection before survey.
327. By .iJfr. Dool,ey.-Have yon a copy of the old regulations? Not here; but I will senJ. you a
':opy if necessary.
328. Does your Inspector know anything about them ? No ; they were superseded before he
commenced inspection.
329. Do you know what percentage the surveyors give their assistants who are authorised surveyors,.
vl10 work for them? It varies; some give 75 per cent., some 50, and some give them the foll fees.
330. Can you furnish a return showing what the assistants receive? No; we cannot interfere with·
them to that extent. lt is a private matter between themselves.
331. Might not a great wrong exist by some surveyors paying only lialf rates? 'l'hat is nothi11g to dowith us.
332. W onld not the inequality of payment- affect the quality of work? We look to the district
~urveyors to keep up the quality of the work.
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333. Suppose the colony were redivided, could you not let a quota to each district snrveyol' that ·would
keep him going ?-would it not be better to appoint one of these sul've_vors to each district, and let him do
the work? I do not think so-the work comes in rushes; some of them would not be fully employed.
334. Is not that the c:ise now? Yes; two or three surveyors have more than they can do, and others
have little, Those who have no work in arrears we send to those who have too much.
335. \Vould it not be better to re-distribute the districts? It would not be fair to those old surveyors
wl10 have worked hard to open their districts.
336. Is there any othel' mode of consideration for surveyors if you have no work? Yon could only
leave them their work.
337. Was not the district Mr. Chalmers has carved out of two other districts? Yes.
338. How does it answer? It is a small district, and the work is done under great difficulties
All the work is now driven up into the hills, and it is very difficult.
339. Is he fnll:v employed? Yes; but his work is so scattered and isolated, that it is difficult for him
to do the work and make a profit.

MR. H. J. CHALMERS, called and ercarn·ined.
340. By the C!tafrnum.-What position do you occupy ? District Surveyor for Devon and
Westmorland.
341. Have you had charge of that district long'? Six 01· seven years.
342. Had you a district prior to that'/ No.
343. Diel you have experience prior to that'? Yes, in Tasmania and New Zealand.
344. Have you had long experience as a smveyor? 18 or 20 years.
345. Are you kept fully employed in the district you have? Yes; I have been fully employed ever
since I have been in the district.
346. What is the character of the country? :J\,fonntainous; most of it broken, with heavy timber and
;Scrub.
347. Is there much large fallen timber? Yes, a great deal, especially in some places.
348. Have you found the requirements under the new regulations, issued in 1884, at all oppressive'!
Yes, very much so.
349. In what respect particularly? It takes longer to make a survey than it formerly did.
350. Generally speaking, can you say what proportion longer ? It takes twice as long to do the
work under the new regulations than it did under the old system, speaking generally.
351. Is that because of better marking or larger clearing? No; because we are obliged to work
round the trees aud obstacles.
351A. Is yom marki11g now difficult? No.
352. Did you work with the compass or theodolite before the new regulations came in? ·wirh the
:theodolite-I never used the compass-box.
353. Did you raise any objections to work under the new regulations? None whatever. I hailed
them with pleasure, as something thoroughly required.
·
354. But as involving compliance with them gave so much additional work, were you satisfied with the
,regulations? No, I was not; but I waited for two years to see wjrnt the effect would be, and then I wrote
to the Minister.
,
.
355. When did you write? About two months ago, asking him, if he was unable to redress my
·grievances, that he would give me another position. The Minister replied there was nothing then offering_
.
356. What was the nature of your objection'/ That I was not able to make a living at the fees
allowed me.
·
·
357. Have your payments at all improved since the new regulations came into force? Vel\y littleThere was a ,,light cessation of deduction; but the blocks are more scattered, and very little improvement
1is made. Where two or three new surveys were made together, a deduction was formerly m<1de of one
fourth for the dividing lines. To the extent that such deductions are no longer made where surveys are
thus united, we are benefited.
358. What amount of benefit would you receive· in a year from the increase in abolishing the
,deduction? About £10 or £12 per year, perhaps not that. I would consider that a favorable amount.
359. Does that at all compensate you for the work you have to do? I have to work 15 or 16 hours
,a day in summer, and do not av~rage £3 per week. 1V[y last year's earnings did not amount to £170
·after payiug expenses, including camp expenses .
.360. If you had been working under the old regulations with the same amount of work to do, what
would have been your earnings in the same time'! From £300 to £400.
361. You are only earning about half? Yes, hardly half, and in some cases I have been a considerable
loser. In a great many cases during last year I :have been a considerable loser. All previous savings,
,about £150, I have lost.
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362. By J.lfr. Dooley.-The benefits derivable from boundary lines is unappreciable as a whole, is it
not?

Yes, the benefit is so small as to be unappreciable.
.
. 363. Have you any country in your district that would have been considered open country under the
old regulations? Yes, in the Lake Country, but I have not worked in it. To get to the .opeu country i~
my district I would have to travel a great distance, and that would leave me no profit.
·
364. Has the Inspector visited your district at all? Yes, he and his assistant have been there pretty
often, but I have not seen his report. I applied to the Department for a copy of his report, but the
Deputy Surveyor-General refu11ed to let me have it. I, however, received the following from the Deputy
Surveyor-General:Crown La,nds Office, Hobart, Marclt 2nd, 1886:MEMO.

The Inspector of Surveys having examined some of Mr. Chalmers' recent surveys expresses himself highly
-pleased with the way the lines are miirked and the regulations carried out. H~ also reports that Mr. Chalmers'
instruments are kept in correct adjustment.
The Deputy Surveyor-General desires to express to Mr. Chalmers his gratification to find tbat these matters
:receive his careful attention.
CH.AS. P. SP RENT, Deputy Surveyor-General.
H. J. CHALMERS, Esq., District Surveyor, Deloraine.
.For all repairs to instruments we have to send to Melbourne, and pay duty on them. ·we also pay
travelling expenses on all railways, including the Government lines, and every other item.
365. By the Chairman.-You say you have cleared only £170 out or' nearly £400: how is it the·
expenses run into so much? It is the wages and general expenses; wages are so much higher than they
used to be. Then there is loss of time through bad weather, and through instmments going wrong, with
tlie excessive cost of repairing them.
366, Do you think from the requirement of a better class of work, and increased rates of wages prevailing, you are justified in claiming higher pay? I think so.
367. Do you know the views of any other surveyors regarding the rate of payment? They are of the·
same opinion as 1 am, and are now propagating an association to place their views and grievances before
the Minister. 1 believe they liave written to the Minister, who states there are surveyors employing
assistants to do the wol'k at 75 per cent. That is tme, but the assi1,tants are independent men, and, from
-what I have learned, out of the 75 per cent. they do not make expenses. Tlrny make nothing out of it.
368. Did you see Mr. Black's recommendations as to scale of payment ? No.
369. From what you know of the country generally do you think there ought to be a sliding scale for
open country? No, not now; I tl1ink all the open country has been·taken up.
370. What would you think a fair rate to pay for surveys? £12 15;. for 100 acres, and -£20 fo £25·
:for 320 acres.
371. Could surveyors do fairly well at these rates? Yes, but they would not be overpaid.
372. Do you imagine such rates would satisfy other surveyors? I am certain they would.
373. Would they be prepared to act up to the regulations for those rates? I think so-I would,
speaking individually.
·
.
374. Do you know enough of the character of the work of other surveyors to know if it. is up to·
Tegulations? In my district the work is done fairly well; it is better now tlian it was in former times.
375. By J.1'Ir. Dooley.-Is there any particular regulation for going round trees? Yes, from a
measured triangle or parallel line by the limb of the instrument, not with the eye.
376. In your opinion is that the most correct system? Is it for going round such obstacles T
I should think it is impossible to close up a survey without instrumental work.
377. How many chains do you use as base? Not less than 2! chains; anything less would be liable
-to error with a 5-inch theodolite.
378. Without very good ground, to lay out your triangle are you not liable to err? Yes, a paraller
line would be more correct.
379. Could that be clone with the eye? I do not think so-it should be done with the instrument. I
think you should work right round the tree with the instrument. I do it by a parallel line myself. That·
.is what 1iccupies the time.
·
380. Was your district carved out of two others? I do not know.
381. What was the effect of that ?-lmve you not a gre~ter knowledge of the country now? I think.
so. It was a very large area before, and the carving out of a new district made a great improvement.
382. Could not that system be carried out with advantage in other districts?" I do not know.
383. By tlte Cltafrman.-If the fees for surveys should not be raised, do you think you would be·
able to continue your position as district surveyor? I do not think so.
384. Do you think you could do better elsewhere? I would try hard to get a situation somewhere ..
I would now take £250 per year, with a chance ofa possible rise, rather than keep my district, and I have:never been short of work.
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MR. HERBERT COOMBES, examined.
385. By the Chafrman.-You are a District Surveyor? Yes, in part of Buckingham.
386. How long have you_ had that district? About 2 years.
387. Have you b~en surveying previous to having this district in your own hands? Yes, in the same
district: it was my father's district previously.
388. What has been the length of your experience? About 20 years.
389. Have you been surveying in any other district? Yes; I have been up at. Moorina, at the tin
mines, and down at Scottsdale.
390. Do you regard the H non district as being exceptionally rough? Yes, it is.
391. More so than Scottsdale or Moorina? Yes.
392. Was your district in your hands prior to the new regulations being issued? No.
393. Did your father work under the new regulatio~s at all? He did, for about six months.
394 .. Had he any special reason for giving up the district? It was because he was fit for the work no
'longer; he was too.old.
395. It was not because of the difficulty of working profitably under the new regulations? No, I
think not.
396. You succeeded your father? Yes.
397. Is the work required of you under the new regulations much more particular and exact than
under the old? It takes about twice as long as it did formerly. Where it now takes two men, you might
have done it in half the time with one.
398. Can you briefly indicate the causes of the extra time being taken up? You have to clear the
land much more carefully, and chain it ; and the marking is much more than it was formerly. It takes
twice as long to mark as it did formerly.
399. Has the Insper.tor visited your district since you had charge of it? Yes ; and I have a very
good report of my work-as good as you could wish to have.
400. How many blocks of your survey has he inspected? I think about 10 or 12.
401. Would that be in the roughest part of your district? Some were in the roughest part, and others
were cleared lands.
402. What is your opinion of the present rates of payment? I do not think that they are sufficient
for the work we have to do and the hardships we have to put up with.
403. Have you any advantage as to payments under the new regulations as compared with the old?
A slight advantage in thll case of continuous surveys: whereas formerly there was a deduction made
where boundaries joined, now there is no deduction. 'fhat is the only advantage we have.
404. Have you any advantage arising in the matter of surveys in the open country ? Very little,
because we have not much open country. The scrnb you can get rid of; but the trees take a long time to
get round.
405. What would you consider a fair rate of payment for surveys in such country as you have, fol' 100
acres ? I should think about £12.
406. What would be a fair payment up to 320 acres? £20; but I have not gone into the matter
carefully. There is another thing. We have many 25 acre lands, for which only £3 2s. 6d. is paid, and
it takes very nearly as long as 50 acre blocks. On 0ne or two occasions I have had to go and survey such
lots, and lost money by it after paying for men and horses.
407. Do you think that; taking the colony through, the fees you suggest could be fairly claimed, or
would your remarks apply only to the rougher country, such as the Huon? There are other parts of the
country, some places round Scottsdale and Moorina, quite as rough as in the H non; but where I was
surveying, taking the general ru:i, it was better surveying and much leveller country.
·
408. From the tenor of your last an:swer I judge you think the fees in such a country as the Huon
ought to be exceptionally high? No; I do not think that the work could be done anywhere for much less
to make it pay.
409. Have you had much exchange of opinion with other surveyors as to the foes? No.
410. Do you think that, generally speaking, the surveyors are satisfied or dissatisfied? The whole of
them are dissatisfied ; they were either paid too much before, or they are not paid enough now.
411. You do not think that you were too much paid before? No, I do not. Last year I made
between £500 and £600, but I had plenty of work, and out of that 1 had to pay two men,· keep a hor8e,
and pay all travelling expenses. My men cost about £4 10s. a-week.
412. What might be your net profit for your own work during the year? About £250.
· 413. That would be after paying all expenses of survey? Yes, and with a constant supply of work.
I had as much work as I could do, and very good work too-better work than the generality. I had to survey a lot of poor land on immigration certificates. Most of those immigrants' certificates are 54s., some 508.
and 30s. ; then they take up land near roads, and do not mind what it is, so long as it is land. That made
me do much better; but I do not think I could do so well next year.
414. By J.lfr. Daoley.-Do you sublet any of your work? Not any. I did give a young fellow a
few lots to survey for me, but I would not do it again.
415. Do you deem it more profitable and otherwise better to do the ,~ork yourself than let it? To do
Surveys.
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it yourself. I do not think you would get anything out of it by euhletting, and, in my experience, you
cannot get the work done either, and all the same you are responsible.
.
416. Then, in case one district surveyor is unable to do the work within his district, and is obliged to
employ assistance, do you think it would be ,vell to divide the district and _make it into two, or add part of
it to another district? I do not think so. It would be much better to allow.that surveyor to employ
another surveyor and give him full fees, and allow the district to remain as it was. Supposing I had too
much work I could go to another surveyor who had not any work and give him the surplus, taking nothing
fo1· myself, because very probably the rush of work would only be for a short time? If the district was
divided into two there might not be enough to do for two surveyors. When a district surveyor has too
much work the Department sends another district surveyor.
417. Are you aware that some district surveyors have not nearly enough to do, and are not employed
the whole year round? I do not think so, at the present time. Mr. Thomson, I know, has not had
sufficient work, but he has been working in another district-in Mr. Windsor's.
418. Yon say you keep up to the regulations .as well as you possibly can? I have worked up to the
regulations. I have had my work inspected, and it was done up to the letter.
419. When you said you worked up to the regulations as well as you possibly could, that would imply
that there are instances where you could not work up to them? . There are some places where it would be
impossible.
420. Do those instances frequently occur in your district? Not very frequently.
421. You say you got a very good report-what do you mean by that? Mr. Hardy had been down
at my district, and afterwards Mr. Sprent wrote to me saying that Mr. Hal'dy had reported to him that
he had inspected some of my recent work and that it was all well and faithfully done, and he was very
pleased with all he had seen.
422. Do you think that all sorts of land should be paid for at the same rate? I never see any clear
land now ; thel'e is not any left in Tasmania.
423. Therefore you think that uniform fe(;ls per acre are fair ? Yes; most of the clear portion is private
property.
424. Then the only thing you say about the fees is that they are low or insufficient 7 Yes.
425. Do you know of any surveyors who have done better than you? I cannot say I do. i know
other surveyors have done oflate more work than I have, but they have employed assistance, and I do not
know what they pay those assistants.
426. Do I understand you to disapprove of the system of paying a percentage below maximum price
to a,;sistants? It is a thing I would not do myself:
427. Have you any reason? I do not think you get sufficient profit out of it to compensate for the
risk. I would rather, when there was a rush of work, employ a district surveyor and give him the same
fees.
428. Has the boundary of your district been defined for you on the chart? I have not been furnished
with a chart, but I know pretty well the bounds of my district.
429. Do you send in an annual repor1 to the office of the whole of the Crown estate and the progress
of settlement? Yes.
430. With that report do you send an estimate of the available Crown land remaining in the district?
Yes.
431. ·what instructions do you get in reference to those annual reports? The report is furnished under
the re1;ulations, which say that at the encl of each year a surveyor E\hall be required to make up a report of
the settlement in his district and the available Crown land.
432. What is your opinion of appointing salaried surveyors in~tead of payment by fees? I do not
think it would be as good; I do not think it would be advisable. I i,hink it would, cost more, and you
would not get so much work done.
433. By llfr. M'I.{enzie.-What is the difference in chaining now to what it was formerly? You
have to be much more careful.
434. Was the work formerly done inaccurate? In a great many cases it was. I think that it is quite
time something was done, and I think it is a very good thing, this alteration.
435. You think a great deal ~f former work was not properly done? Yes, in a loose and slovenly
manner, and not properly done.
436. I think you made reference to timber obstruction? Yes ; it makes a difference in chaining,
staking, and clearing. The standing timber is an obstruction you liave to pass with a theodolite; formerly,
when it was snrveyed by a compass, you could go to the other side of the tree.
437. You say t.hat most of your work are isolated blocks, so that you have not the advantage offered by
the Department in regard to continuous surveys? Yes. It is very seldom I have two lots together. .
438. Supposing you surveyed a lot this year, and twelve months afterwards you survey a lot contiguous,
are ~·ou paid for it? Yes.
439. You are aware that there has been as high as 75 per cent. paid assistants? Yes. That was
instead of paying· wages. I never did that, 11or did my father.
440. Have you been in any other parts of the island except Scottsdale? I have been down at Swansea
and thereabouts surveyi11g for a shol't time.
441. Tbc country you have, has it a thick growth and under scrnL? Yes, anrl it is very broken and
hilly.
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442. What is-tlie scrub growing there~ Native willow, musk, dogwood, &c.
442A. By .Mr. Dooley.-You have said that the work was badly done : do you mean prior to the issue
of the present regulations? Yes _; the line was not cleared or marked well.
443. Were you acquainted with the regulations in force immediately prior to the present regulations?
I have heard of those regulations, but never saw them, but I believe they were quite as strict as the
regulations now.
444. Then this bad work must have been done in contravention of the then regulations? Yes.
445. So that if surveyors could then ck, bad work, and wei:e of the same disposition now, they could
still evade the regulations and do bad work'? They could not do it now, because we have an Inspector.
446. If a dishonest man chose, he could fly over the work as formerly ifhe did not dread the Inspector?
Yes.
447. By the Chairman.-Don't you think that there is a better check in the office now? There is a
better check, but still they ca1mot tell in the office how the work is done 011 the ground
448. By Jl-fr. Dooley.-In all former regulations you had to close with a limil of error: there is
nothing more in the new regulations than that the amount of error may be limited? Yes.
449. So that the ·work formerly done, if honestly done, would always be passable? Yes.
450. Then the marking you found deficient, if done according to the then i·egulations, would not have
been deficient? No, it would not
451. The supc-rvision now is more strict in regard to chaining and marking ? Yes, those things are
being enforced now. Before, the regulations were not carried out.
452. By .LWr. M'ICenzie.-What is the difference in the marking now? You have to mark much
better than before; you have to mark the trees better, and clear the line better.
453. L; there anything in the new regulations about measuring round trees? No, there is not; you
just measure round them the best way you can.
·
454. Have you been in the district held by Mr. Innes? Yes, I know his district well : · it is very
similar to my own, but not any worse.
455. By Mr. Dooley.-You say in passing frees you }iayc to get round the best way you can. Suppose you heard another surveyor say you were limited to two prescribed rules under the present regulations,
using the theodolite only, and working round by square or tria11gle, would you consider that you "·ere so
bound under the regulations? No; it is not described how you shall pass H, tree, only yon are bound to use
a theodolite, wht-reas formerly a compass wss used.
456. By-the Chafrman.-Yon are aware that Mr. Innes has objected to work under the new regulations? Yes, I have heard him say so.
457. Are you familiar with any of his work? Not any.
458. By Jlfr. Dooley.-Do you prefer the system of g-etting round trees by parallel lines or by
triangulation ? By parallel lines.
459. By the Chairman.-Which involvr,s mo1?t labour? Triangulation.
460. By .lJfr. Dooley.-Whic.h do you think brings about the best result? Parallel lines.
461. By jJ:fr. M'ICenzie.-Then it is the easiest and most accurate? Yes.
462. By Jlfr. Dooley.-The parallel may be clone by measurement alone? Yes.
463. And that is where the survey comes in? Yes.

EDWARD ALBERT COUNSEL, examined.
464. By the Chairman.-What are you? I am District Surveyor at Oatlands.
465. How long have you had charge? I was appointed in November, 1880.
466. Have you surveyed much in other parts of the colony besides that district? Not much, with the
exception of some mining surveys in 1881 ir_ the Ringarooma district since my appointment as District
Surveyor.
467. Have you done any surveying in the other colonies? No.
468. What is the character of the country you have to survey in your district? It is moderntely opcil.
Most ofit ia what is considered open. There are a great many large trees, but not very thick scrub as a
rule.
469. Have you been required to carry out an improved class of work since the present regulations
came into force ? Yes ; I think that altogether the present regulations have entailed one half more work.
470. You do not get one half more· pay? There is no commensurate increase in the pay. Years ago
when Dr. Butler was Minister of Lands we had one fourth taken from acljoining surveys; this has been
altlred, and we have been allowed to ·obtain the full fee for adjoining surveys; but this affects my distl'ict
very slightly, as there are few adjoining surveys.
471. If the whole had been open country you would not have got the same rate of payment as now?
No; there were two classes-100 acres were paid at £7, and now at £8 lfo.; whereas £8 lfo. is charged
all round now.
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472. The most of the country in your district, I believe, was open? It 1s an open question about open
country, because trees moderately thick may be considered heavy country.
473. Then, taking it block for block, would you consider you received much increased benefit now
above what you have had before? A little in my district, because I would have charged the lightly-timbered
prices generally.
·
474. Viewing the increased amount of work, and the comparatively email increase of pay, do you
consider that the present rates of payment are satisfactory? No ; I do not think that they are nearly commensurate with the additional information asked for now. We are carrying out almost such a survey as that
recommended by Mr. Black, Deputy Surveyor-General for Victoria, who suggested a much l1igher rate of
fees.
475. Did you offer any objection, or ask a new scale or increase of pay? No, I never made any
objection. I was asked by some of the surveyors if I would join a protest ; that was soon after the new
regulations. I said then that I would join in any moderate measure, but that it would be better to give the
new regulations a trial; anrl nothing has been done sim:e.
476. Is there any intention of forming such a deputation? Not that I am .aware 0£ I have heard of
it several times, but it it has never seemed to take any definite form.
477. Would you consider that the fees such as Mr. Black recommends would be fair? Yes, reasonably
fair.
478. What, in your idea, is a fair payment per 100 acres? £10.
479. And 320 acres? About £20.
480. Would you approve of the three classes of fees that he recommended, or would you. rather have
all put under one class? I think that is just the objection of it. I think it ought all to be one class, and
that it would be more reasonable to have one fee, because lightly-timbered districts require, as a rule, much
more travelling. I have a lot in my district at present that would necessitate a week's travelling to the
spot and thence to another survey. In heavily-timbered country the surveys are closer together.
481. Do you think that there ought be some allo,rnnce for mileage, or would you be satisfied if there
was a fair rate of payment for surveys all round? I would be in favour of a fair rate for surveys.
482. Have you been much over the colony so as to be able to judge of the different classes of country?
Yes; I have surveyed several districts.
.
.
.
483. Have you been at the Huon? No.
484. Which are the roughest di.itricts you are acquainted with ? Well, there is srarcely any difference
between Scottsdale and Wellington districts ; the Bischoff is the roughest.
485. If a surveyor's work lay almost wholly in such a district as the Scottsdale, or the Wellington and
Mount Bischoff districts, would you think he would be entitled to larger fees than the fees you have named?
Yes, in Bischoff, I should say so.
.
486. In Scottsdale ? No.
487. Have you heard the views of many surveyors since they had a year or two's trial of the presen
sy~tem? No.
488. To what extent do you think the change will affect your income, remembering what you made
under the old system? The work is nearly one-half more than before, but a good deal of this additional
work is done at night.
489. That is, if you make £200 now, you could have made £300 then? Yes.
490. Do you think that you were too well paid before? No ; I never heard of any surveyor making a
fortune before, and we have to work harder now for less.
491. Can you give us an idea of your receipts? I have got here three years' receipts for the years
1883, 1884, and 1885. The total receipts for those years were £1667. Deducting wages from that left
£1067. There also had to be deducted £170 for an assistant, bringing it down to £897, giving an average
of £299 for each year, including travelling expenses, which expenses are very heavy in my district.
492. That embraces part of the old system and part of the new? Yes, if calculations were done
during the day.
493. But it does not give a comparison of what your earnings might be under the old system, as
compared with the new? No.
494. Would you think that the system of salaried surveyors would be practical here? I do not think
it would, because I am afraid there would be no likelihood of the Government giving such salaries as
district surveyors would accept..
,
495. Have you been fully employed last year? Yes, very fully ; I have not been a week idle.
496. What wo'hld be your receipts for that year? £759 13s. 7d. ; but out of that there would be
considerable deductions for labour, travelling and other expenses : this included the assistance of an
advanced pupil, who was competent to take charge of a party.
497. The only advantage you would recommend under the present system is that the fees be raised
somewhat? Yes, salaries would be more satisfactory in regard to work if they were commensurate.
498. Do you think that better work could be got under salaried surveyors than under the contract
system? Yes, certainly.
.
.
499. Has the Inspector inspected any· of your work? Yes, I think some four sections.
500. Did he express himself satisfied? I believe so. The report was favourable, but I was not
present when he made the inspection.
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501. By ltf1'. Dooley.-Have you got a defined district of your own? Yes.
502. Do you employ any assistants? Not now. I did during a part of last year and this year.
503. Did you find it profitable to employ assista~1ts? It was not so in my case. I had only one
assistant. I deducted 8 per cent. as a nominal fee for inspection and responsibility.
504. Do you think 8 per cent. covered the time and care you bestowed upon his work before it was
sent in? So far I had not much more to do than visit the country and look over some of the surveys, as
he was a qualified surveyor, and approved of by the Department.
505. You work entirely under the new system now? Yes.
506. Were you acquainted with the old system that obtained immediately before this? Yes, I liave
been surveying since 1872.
507. Where do you recognise a difference in the two systems? In respect to the roads there is a
considerable difference. At the present time you have to run a transverse rod through the centre of the
road and mark off the angles ; then the marking is a little more particular-larger m::i,rks, and more of them
are insisted upon. When I was appointed district surveyor there were no regulations furnished for me to
work up to. I believe that some years ago there were regulations about marking similar to the present,
but they were not adhered to as far as I know. Then there is a difference in respect to the closing ofw01k
Every lot has to be closed, and in the case of township allotments it may take hours to do the work, and
it requires to be done on the ground.
.
·
508. You saip. all the roads are to be marked in the centre? Yes.
509. Suppose that road was cleared next day, what would become of the marks? They would be all
destroyed, and probably the pegs also.
510. If that road were lined fronting the allotment, would not the marks be more likely to remain
permanent? Yes.
511. Would it be any inconvenience in any respect to anv parties concerned to have it so marked on
the side ? No.
•
·
512. Therefore it would be much better than the present system of marking in the centre? Yes; it
would be no increase of time or labour markil).g one side.
·
513. It would be better for the selector? Yes; it would define his boundary more permanently.
514. Do you know what is the prescribed system for passing large trees or obstacles? It is not compulsory any P\lrticular way, but it is almost necessary to use an instrument. A parallel line by putting up
three stakes is fairly accurate for level country, but there is a liability to error in steep country.
515. It is not described the exact mode you shall do it? No.
516. What do you prefer in getting round a tree, producing your line by triangles or parallelograms?
By triangulation.
517. By Mr. lJ,-Iackenzie.-Have you seen most of the districts in the colony? Yes.
518. Uo you think that they are fairly proportioned to the surveyors? I think so.
519. In considering the cost of work would you consider the inaccessibility of the district-for
instance, although the country might be more open, it might be more remote from centres of population
where you get your supplies? Yes, there is one exception, that is Russell. I think it is hardly fair to
class that with the rest, as it is so very much out of the way and very l'Ough.
520. You think that that is the only district worth special mention? Yes.
521. What is the difference between the marking now and that formerly? . The custom formerly was
to put three marks in every tree within one yard of th~ line; but it was not compulsory to put in three heavy
triangles as now. In many cases there were no triangular marks at all.
522. In chaining is there any difference under the new regulations?
Yes; you have to take much
more time, through the simple fact that you have to close to much greater accuracy. It must be less than
1 in 400, whereas 1 in 200 used to be the test.
523. Is it possible to close without error? Yes, in small allotments.
524. I suppose you would not manage it in rough country? No.

APPENDIX

A.

To tlte Honorable the Spealier and 111.embers of the :House of Asse.mbly.

The Petition of George Innes, of Franklin, holding the official position of" District Surveyor" fo/ South Huon.
RF.Sl'JWTFULLY SHEWF.TH:

THAT your Petitioner has been employed as a Surveyor for nearly thirty years, during the chief part of which
time he has been working in thickly timbered, broken, and difficult country, involving much expense and toil; and
in which, owing to the low prices paid for surveys under the contract scale, but a very small profossional income
could be realised, and consequently, although now at an advanced age, is still dr.pendent upon employment in his
profession for the means of supporting himself and family.
That somewhat more than two years ago, Mr. Alexander Illack, of Victoria, was engaged by the Government
to report upon the Survey System of Tasmania; and in consequence of that Heport it was intimated to the Surveyors
that the work would in future have to be performed in a much more careful and accurate manner than formerly.
Special "Regulations" were issued, imposing considerable additional labor, both in office and in the field, and notice
was given that surveys would in future be paid for under a revised scale of fees then published, by which scale the
classification hitherto existing with regard to "open country" and "heavily timbered" surveys was abolished, the
fees paid for all surveys being now fixed at the same rates as were formerly paid, only for those effected in the
heavily timbered and rough districts.
'rhat immediately upon receipt of a copy of these Regulations your Petitioner addressed the Head of the Department in which he is employed, positively refitsing to conform to them, pointing out the manifest "injustice" of the
Amended Scale of Fees, inasmuch as it secures increased emolument only to those surveyors who, working under
circumstances of much less difficulty and cost, were previously doub(y paid in proportion to your Petitioner, of whom
was demanded by the Regulations a very much superior class of work at the same rate of pay as before. Your
Petitioner, therefore, objected, that he was required to perform actual "impossibilities," and declined to carry on the
survey work of his district, asking for an "investigation" as to the truth of his statements of the exceptional difficulty
and cost of surveys at the Huon, suggesting, as a practical test, that surveys should be effected-under the personal
supervision of the Inspector-of certain of the lots for which your Petitioner then held instructions, affirming that if
such lots were surveyed strictly in accordance with the requirements of the new Hegulations the cost would prove
to be so great that the absurdity of expecting your Petitioner to do the work for the foes proposed to be paid would
be at once apparent.·
'riuit, in reply, it.was intimated to your Petitioner that "an early opportunity" would be taken of investigating
his complaint, but that in the meantime he might disregard the Regulations in question.
That in April of last year (1885), your Petitioner addressed His Excellency the Governor-in-Council, by
Memorial nnd Appendices, showing that during the seven months which had elapsed since the issue of the new
Regulations, your Petitioner had endeavoured to conform to them so far as it was possible to do so at any reasonable
cost, with the result that your Petitioner and his assistants had found themselves unable to earn anything
approaching to profe~sional pay.
.
That no reply to this Memorial has been received by your Petitioner, and no "investigation " has been made,
lmt in the Report of the Inspector of Surveys for 1886 ( vide line 13, page 10, of Mr. Sprent's Annual Heport for this
year) your Petitioner is referred to as the "one surveyor" who objects to "conform to the Regulations at the
present scale of foes, and has continued to survey in the old style, with compass or circ·umforentor," and your
Petitioner submits-that the fact of his having been allowed for two years to set at defiance the Regulations of his
Department, to which all the other Surveyors in the Colony are said to have conformed, is in itsclti positive proof
that the statement of your Petitioner, as to the entirely exceptional character of the survey work in his district, are
now recognised to be of weight, and that consequently his request for a practical test to ascertain the fair value of the
class of work he is required to ,perform, is not an unreasonable one.
That Mr. Black, whose report upon the Survey System of Tasmania has been pre,·iously mentioned by your
Petitioner, refers in some very practical and pertinent remarks to this very question of payment for surveys, and
(vide page 9 of his Report) says" I consider the present scale of fees inadequate and somewhat unequal in its application," and proceeds to point out that if better work is demanded, "more time and labor will be requisite, and tile
surve_ljm· 1111tst be paid aeeording(1;." He then goes on to" recommend," not that all surveys should be paid for ulike,
whether in open plain (such as tin mining sections on the 1Vest Coast) or dense, rough, and difficult country-but
that for purpose of survey, lands should be divided into three, instead of two classes, and that the survey fees for the
third-class (very rough country, such as, for instance, is rather the rule than exception in the Huon district) should be
:fixed at a.bout 50 per cent. higher than those rulin11= at the time of his visit to Tasmania. In view of these remarks of
11'lr. Black, some of whose recommendations have been carried out, your Petitioner again submits that his request for
an "investigation," and the ascertaining by a practical test the fair value of the class of work he is expected to
perform, is not "unreasonable."
That your Petitioner further note.~ that under the amended regulations relating to the Victorian Land Act,
selectors of 320 acres in the 1·oui_rl1 parts of Victoria are required to pay £25 survey fre, which is nearly double the
amount (£13 15s.) for which yonr Petitioner was required to supply a scientifically accurate survey of the same area
in the very roughest pa1:t of the Huon district.
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That in letters very recently acldressrd by your Petitioner to the Honorable the :11iinister of Lands, and to the
Deputy Surveyor-General, he has shown that for the past two years-during which, for the sake of his professional
reputation, he has Leen obligecl to ca1Ty on the work in a much more careful and accuratr. manner than formerlyhe (your Petitioner) has actually only realised from work performed by himself, after paying all costs of his survey
varty, an income ofabont One Ifunrlred Pounds a Year, ancl that during these two years, viz.-sincc the regulations
lmve been in force-he has been obliged (although having plenty to do, and almost constantly at work) to borrow
£200 on mortgage of property to cover cm-rent family expenses; also that his assistants, who are "Authorised
Surveyors," have only been earning the pay of ordinary labourers.
That your Petit{oner would also 1JOint out that the systPm of paying for surveys in Tasmania, referred to by
11fr. Black as "inadequate" and as "unequal in its npplication," b, in truth, monstrously u11just, inasmuch as your
~etitioner can state cases-;-?ne or two in par~icu~ar-;--in_wl~ich a Surveyor has been alilc to earn more mo~ey in a
few months than your Pet1t10ner could earn m Ins chstnct 111 as many years ; al~o that survey work requmng no
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special professional skill, and which coulcl be pei:formed by the merest tyro in the profession, has been under the
former scale, and may be still more under the present scale, paid for at rates which will give the lucky Surveyor
double, sometimes treble, the pay which is allowed in Tasmania to a first-class Railway Engineer. The system is not
only unjust, but it is "demoralising," because the emoluments of Surveyors, instead of being fixed, as in the case of
other officers, by Parliament, are dependent upon the goodwill or otherwise of those in authority; and your
Petitioner affirms that the whole of the surveys throughout the Island can be carried out in a properly scientific ancl
accurate manner at a cost to the country not exceeding that at present incurred, by the adoption of a system by
which each Surveyor shall receive adequate pay, and no more, for the time he is employed; abolishing the anomaly
which at present exists of officers of similar grade, and equal in every other respect, working under such different
circumstances, as to give them incomes, rnnging from starvation point to £800 or £900 a yei1r.
.
Your Petitioner therefore pi-ays-that your Honorable House will institute an enquiry into the truth of his
statements, and into the whole system of payment for surveys to which he has referred, aud recommend the adoption
of a system which shall be more equitable to these intetesteu, and more advantageous to the public service of the
country.
And your Petitioner, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c., &c.

APPENDIX

B.
Crown Lands Ojfice, C;ctober 15th, 1886•

.M3ning Surveys.
MEMO.

HEREWITH is submitted to the Minister certain correspondence with Mr. George Innes, District Surveyor, in
-connection with the remuneration paid to surveyors generally, and himself in particular.
You will see that Mr. Innes contends that his district is exceptionally rough, and therefore he should be paid
·at an exceptional rate. Divested of all unnecessary appendages this is the point at issue. He also, in a milcler degree,
maintains that surveyors generally are insufficiently paiu for the class of work they are now called upon to perform.

Remunemtionfor S1trveys generally.
There is no doubt that surveys are becoming much more difficult and expeusive to execute as settlement extends
into rougher and more inaccessible country. The rate of wages has increased, and men decline to work such lonrr
hours as formerly; moreover the Department has raised the standard of work, anti now requires more careful
.surveys than before ; but certainly nothing that can be called "scientific."
· ·when I assumed charge of this Department and began to improve the survey business, I persuaded the Minister
to make some concessions in the remtmAration given to surveyors, and the Minister therefore consented to abolish·
·the distinction between the rates paiu for open lauds and heavily-timbered lands, and also the decluction of one-fourth
which was previously made when surveys adjoined one another. This concession was o± importance to surveyors,
though perhaps not so much to .Mr. Innes. Considering the amount of toil involved in a surveyor's life, I am of the
-opinion that the scale of fees is not sufficiently high, and on two occasions I brought this under your notice. Mr.
Black recommended that there should be three degree8 of payment, but in that recommendation I cannot agree.
It would b~ impossible to determine what lands should come under each charge, and there are exceedingly rough
districts in the midst of comparatively open areas ; it would inevitably happen that the maximum scale would hav-e
to be paid in most cases. Besides, there is the difficulty of providing a fond from which the increased cost would
be paid; it is obvious that the selector should not be called upon to do it, anrl I have repeatedly been tolcl that the
·General R0venue is not to be looked to for further sums in aid of survey work. Want o± money has always been t11e
great stumbling-block in the way of carrying out superior survey operations in Tasmania, and it would be folly to
commence a new system unless the Government are prepared to pP-rsevere with it at any cost. I am aware that
some authorities advocate the adoption of a system of salaried surveyors; but I am firmly of the opinion that the
system would entail a much larger expenditure, and would not Becure Letter results than the present.

Mr. Innes' s case.
·when I came to this office, recognising the fact that Mr. Innes is the oldest Surveyor in· the Department, and
harl for many years worked in a district w!Jere settlement progresses but slowly, I offered him the Survey District
-of W elli11gton, now the best in Tasmania. He declined, stating that he had au orchard and property at the Huon;
which he did not care to give up. I then recommended him to the Engineer-in-Chief for employment.on the
preliminary railway surveys ; so that it is scarcely fair for him to say I have not considered his position. When
the Survey Regulations came out, and Mr. Innes oqjected to them as !Jeing too hard on him, I persuaded the Minister
to rehtx them in his case until hi~ work could be compared with that of other surveyors. I was under the impression
that he was now content. The .Inspector of Surveys examined some of his work, and, as the result was not altogether
satisfactory, it was decided to let him go on until the first irritation had gone off, and he had folly learnt what the
Department required. It was my intention, during the corning summer, to have a more critical inspection rnadP.,
and then to personally examine his district, as it is the only one in the Colony I am not well ncquainteu with.
I am not 1irp,pared to admit lVIr. Innes's contention that the Huo11 is so much rougher and more exnensive to
work in than other parts of Tasmania ; and the Inspector of Surveys decidedly demurs to the statement ( vide papllr
attached).
Mr. Innes, by his own acknowledgrnent, has been for many years in the habit of effecting his surveys in the
roughest possible manner." He now finds that his old sins are coming to light, and that he ex1Jeriences rrreat
difficulty in fitting his new work on the old. Now that the Department possesses sufficient staff in the offi~e to
rigidly test surveyors' plans, several surveyors have been put to much trouble to reconcile discrepancies; but if in
the past they had been more careful to return sound work, they would not now be worriecl with the ghosts of buried
sins.
J\'Ir. Innes's contention that the remuneration pt1id him is at a starvation rate seems illogical in the faee of his
admission that part of his work is let out to authorised :mrveyors, who act as his assistants, actually executin"' the
·surveys at rates below the contract sc.ile. I am of opinion that he leaves a grnat deal too much to his assistants.
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Ifhe works energetically himself, and yet finds it necessary to employ two assistants, it would imply that if
surveyors were paid salaries, two, if not three, would be required for the Huon District alone, where settlement is
small in comparison with other districts.
There are several minor points raised by Mr. Innes, but they are not material to the two main points.
CHAS. P. SPRENT, JJeputy SU7·veyor-General.
SINCE the above was written, I find Mr. Innes has appealed to Parliament; I therefore recommend that no
action be taken at present.
C.P.S.

_Sm,

F1·anklin, Huon, 29tli September, 1886.

A FEW days ago I again addressed the Hon. the Minister of Lands on the subject of the survey work in the
Huon ·district, pointing out that no notice whatever had been taken of my very strong representations embodied in a
memorial to the Government, in which I showed very plainly that at the prices paid for these surveys I could not do
the work in a proper manner and at the same time earn a living.
I cannot but consider that in this matter I have been treated with great injustice, and feeling bound to assume
that the Government, in declining to listen to my complaint, are acting upon the advice of the professional head of
the Department. I think it desirable that I should also write to you on the subject. -In doing so I propose to
recapitulate the whole facts of the case, making such remarks as may occur to me while writing.
In April, 1884, I received from you a printed copy of" rules and regulations,'.' with an intimation that these rules
were to supersede those previously in force. I immediately replied, pointing out the "injustice\' of these regulations
as regarded myself, inasmuch as I was required to perform "impossibilities," being expected to supply the Government with a superior and scientifically accurate class of survey in a rough and difficult country at the same price as
is given for work wherP the land is open and no difficulties occur-at a price, moreover, which I contended, and still
contend, would not pay for the labour necessary to employ in clearing out the lines : consequently I positively
refused to carry out the survey work of the district s_ubject to these regulations.
I afterwards received two letters from yourself, dated 19th September, 1884-the one intimating the decision of
the Hon. the Minister, viz., that I might continue to survey as before, but that "an early opportunity will be taken
to ascertain what are the special difficulties to be met with in your· district," &c.; the other one asking me for
certain explanations ofmy objection to the regulations, which you stated was required by yourself before taking
steps to investigate my complaint.
I have now to ask you, two years having elapsed; what steps have been taken towards inve5tigating my complaint, or of ascertaining the reasonableness or otherwise of my positive refusal to conform to the new regulations?
It seems to me that the act of an official deliberately "refusing" to carry out the instructions of the head of his
Department requires justification. I was either perfectly right or altogetlier wrong ; in the latter case I have no
hesitation in saying that compliance with the regulations should.have been insisted upon, under penalty of "instant
dismissal."
But, I presume, from my being referred to in your annual report for 1886 as the '' one surveyor" who refused to
conform to the regulations at present scale of fees, and "has continued to survey in the old sty le with compass and
circumferentor," that you are yourself-convinced that my refusal, t,vo years ago, to carry out your instructions was
amply justified by the facts oft4e case, more particularly since the Inspector of Surveys, reporting in the interests
of the Government, expresses an opinion that the survey of 100 acres, which I was required by your regulations to
effect for £8 15s., was worth about £14 ( vide your letter to me, October 28th, 1885.)
·.
Witl1 reference to the wide difference of opinion between the Inspector and myself as to actual worth of this
survey if made in conformity with regulations, I may remark that my estimate included a liberal allowance for
bad weather. and I still assert that such a survey made at thr. time I was working in the locality would have cost, if
surveyor was fairly paid for his time, all the money I named (£30); again, I may say, without any imputation upon
the Inspector, that "opinions" not based upon practical test are sometimes found to be erroneous. For instance, it
was of course the opinion of the Deputy Surveyor-General, based upon considerable experience of what is called
«·rough country," that surveys of the character required by the regulations could ,be made in the Huon district at the
~ame rate as in any other part of Tasmania ; whereas the "practical experience" of myself and assistant is, that not
only is.it a positive "impossibility" to conform to the regulations at the present scale of fees, but that it is also
"impossible," having in view the high rates of wages and other causes, to perform surveys evrn fairly well at such
rates excepting at a cost to the surveyor, reducing his remuneration to an amount which none but "born idiots"
will continue to work for.
But I further desire to call your attention to my letters of September 20th, 1884, in which I "thank the Hon.
the Minister of Lands for his favourable consideration of my representations, and for his promise that an early
opportunity will be taken, &c." ; also in another letter, "I beg to state that my sole objection to the regulations
applies to the question of survey fees, and that I would very much rather perform the work in the more scientific
manner required than, as at present, with the compass;" again, "hitherto it (Huon District) has been treated :is
exceptional by acceptance of an inferior class of work; this I now believe to be a mistake, and that, looking to the
future, it will be better to treat it as exceptional only in the matter of payment after the value of the higher class of
work has been fairly ascertained."
I beg you will note from thislst. That I asked for, was promised, ancl expected an investigation.
2nd. 'fhat my refusal to conform to the regulations did not arise from any desire to throw obstacles . in 'the
way of necessary reforms in the survey system of Tasmania, but simply because-as I have reiterated
over and over again-the pay offered is out of all reasonable proportion to the work required to be
done, and that 1 cannoL possibly do it in a proper manner for the money.
If the Government wish to place scientific work upon the same basis as brick-laying or stone-breaking, by
"ettin" it done at the very lowest figure which will enable 'the unfortunate surveyor to keep body and soul together,
I should recommend them to adopt the Victorian system of letting the work by tender. This would very soon
afford a practical solution of the question of the relative values of surveys in open and rough country, as I will
guarantee that contracts for the former would be taken at one-half the money required for the latter.

I do not overlook the fact that it may posfibly be urged against me that some of my past work is faulty ; but
it has all been honestly done, and is certainly no worse than that of others working under much more favourable
conditions. The errors have arisen from the ·very cause which I am now fighting against, and which 1 am
determined to fight against, viz., jnsufficiency of pay.
If you employ surveyors who are obliged to rush the surveys and to trust to others, who may be unskilled or
careless, in order to realise a very moderate pro:it, the natural outcome must be unreliable work. No living man
will carry on a scientific operation such as surveying with that carefulness and attention to accuracy which is
necessary, if he knows that his very bread depends upon his getting over a certain number of chains per day.
In a former letter (two years ago), I strono-ly pointed out the inequalities and injustice of the present system
of payment for surveys as referred to by Mr. l3lack, and no one knows better than yourself that such inequalities
and injustice do exist.
I will refer, for instance, to the case of surveys performed by yoursAlf when a " District Surveyor" at.
Heemskii-k, on the West Coast. I have before me chart of these surveys, and notice the number of lots to be about.
140, nearly all adjoining, and the value, if paid for at present contract rates, some £1100 or £1200. You will hardly
contradict me when I say (knowing as I do that for the most part the country in question is bare of timber or scrub}
that those surveys could have been performed by the employment of a staff surveyor at £2 2s. per day, and one ormore assistants at £1 ls. per day, and all camp expenses paid, for a sum not exceeding £500-meaning a saving to
the country of £600.
It would not take many such items to pay all the extra cost for scientific surveys in the roughest and most
difficult country; and if the Parliament will investigate the matter, I will IJrove my statements by indisputable
evidence.
l exceedingly regret that I should be forced into this position of antagonism to. the head of the Department in
which I have been so long employed; I can only say it is none of my seeking, and nothing but a very strong sense of"
injustice would induce me to write as I have done. Every profossi.onal chief but yourse1t; during my long careerevery political head of the Department, with the exception of the present Hon. Minister of Lands-have recognisedand:
sympathised with the exceptional difficulties of my post in luwing uniformly rough work and comparatively small
pay. In all other cases in which I have found it necessary to appeal to the "Executive" I have met with liberal
and generous response, and certainly have never before been treated as now, with contemptuous silence.
I have, &c.
G. INNES, District Surveyor_

The Deputy Surveyor-General.

S1R,

Franklin, 23rd September, 1886_

S011rnwIIAT more than 12 months ago I forwarded a memorial to the Governor-in-Council upon the subject of the·
fees paid for surveys, pointing out that it was utterly impo~sible for any surveyor to earn a living in the Huon
District at present contract rntes, if he attempted to carry on his work with that carefulness and attention to accuracy
which-irrespective of the question as to what particular kind of instrument should be used-is by the new regulations certainly demanded of all surveyors, myself not excepted. I lrn,ve not been favoured with any reply to that:·
memorial, or even with any official notification of its receipt.
I have now to add to what I then stated that during the last year (1885) the value of the work I was able·
myself to do amounted to a trifle under £300. I find, on reference to my accounts, that I paid away upwards of"
£85 of this in wages. alone, and having as well to provide rations, boat, camp equipage, occasional hotel, travelling~
and transport l'xpenses, instruments, tools, drawing material.~, appliances, and stationery. I feel quite sure that I
am under tlu, mark in estimating the total cost o:r' my survey party at £200, leaving me a net profit for the year, as
the result of my own work, of £100.
In order to show the enormous disparity between the amounts which can be earned by surveyors in Tasmania
under different circumstances (although I am only repeating former statements), I would observe that when on the
West Coast some few years ago I cleared the same amount of £100, notwithstanding very heavy expenses, in ~ix
weeks, two out of which were occupied in travelling. Unfortunately my opportunities of thus appreciating the
"loaves _and fishes" of the profession have been fow and far between.
But bad as is my own case, that of my assistant, Mr. E. G. Innp,s, . is w:orse. As 1 am rP,ponsible for and
supvosed to overlook his work, I am, of course, obliged to give him less than I myself receivr.. The total -value or
the work he did during the year (constantly employed) was £260, but being young, active, and able to carry loads.
on l1is back, &c., his camp expenses would in proportion be less than mine. He probably cleared £50 or £60 for·
the year's work, nearly the pay of a good chaimnan.
Duri1\g the past two years, that is, during the period that has elapsed since the passing of the new regulations,
I have actually realised from my official position of "District Surveyor" just about £200 short ofa bare living.
I observe that the Deputy Surveyor-General in his last report sta.tes that one surveyor (meaning, of course,.
myselt), declines to conform to the regulations at present rate of pay: this, I am constrained to say, is not calculated
to convey a correet impression as to the re.LI facts of the case.
In the first place, Mr. Coombes, sen., resigned his appointment immediately on issue of the new regulations,.
knowing, like myself, the impossibility of carrying them out in his District, excepting at great additional cost. Mr.
Herbert Coombes, who succerded him, although he may not have actually refused, as l did, to cornply wit)1 the
regulations, is really working upon exactly the same lines as myself-that is, conforming to the letter of the·
regulations in all cases in which it can be done at any reasonable cost, and to their spirit, by effecting all surveys in
a much more careful and better manner than formerly. I assert, without fear ot'contradiction, that Mr. Coombes could.
not in his district comply strictly and in their entirety with the present regulations without positive loss. MrCoombes can earn a living working in the manner he does-at present rates--upon just the same principle as my
assistants, Messrs. E. G. Innes and J. Stansfield, can earn labourers' pay at the le~ser rate I can afford to give themviz., they are all much younger, and consequently more active than my~elf, can work (in summer) 12 to 13 hours a
day, and can save an extra man and other expenses by doing much of the manual labour, carrying loads, &c. tl1emselves; but I say that it is a shame and a disgrace that a professional man in• Tasmania should be obliged to work like
a nigger, live hke a pig, and carry loads like a donkey, for a miserable subsistence.
1 object to be stigmatized as the only surveyor in 'J'asmimia working (it might be imagined, always, and from
ignorance or preference) iu a manner which, being rightly designated clumsy and unscientific, should only ap1~ly to
-exceptional cases.
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I qbject to be rc3ponsible for the surveys of.assistants who are expected to be properly qualified, and to work
with due regard to scientific accuracy, but to whom I am only able to offer such terms.as will afford them the pay ot:
labourers.
I object to resign, becauee I will not be "starved out" of an appointment which I have held with, I believe,
-credit to myself, and- to the satisfaction of the public, for upwards of 25 years; but I positively refuse, after the end of
the current"year (up to which time present engagements extend), to carr.y on the survey work of the district exceptin~
upon such terms as will enable me to do the work properly myself, see that those employycd by me. also do 1t
properly, and afford them, well as myself; something like fair payment for our services. Failing- this, the_ Govern-,,
ment can eith~r "dismiss" me or send someone else to do the work; my feeling being just__this-that_ of two evils, I
may just as well be idle and·starve as work_and starve.
·
·
I have, &c._
G. INNES, District Szmieyor.
The_Hon. tlie Minister of Lands.

:Sm,

Crown Lands Office, Hobart, 2nd_ October, 1886.

I HA VB the ho nor to return the two letters of Mr. Innes submitted to me by you, bearing dates 23rd and 30th ot:
last_ month respec_tively. Your at_tention is respectfully drawn to the following extract from a similar somewhat
intemperate-letter of Mr. Innes's, dated the 11th May, 1885, as it discloses 2' state of things obtaining in this district
most prejudicial to the interests of the country, and which proves most conclusively that Mr. Innes, for many Jong
years, has been indulged to an extraordinary extent. I have underlined passages in this extra.et-" Hitherto the
surveys made it this (Huon) District have been effected in the 1·oitghest possible manner, and with but little regard to
strict accuracy. Old surveys have been assumed to be correct, and wm·ked in with new wit/tout question, the most
glaring discrepancies passin.q tltrougli' tlte office' uvnoticed, so that in very many cases not more than one half of the lot
under survey has been actually measured "-&c. This is not surveying, and is not much above the art ofbrickhtyins-,
quoted in Mr. Innes's letter of the 29th September. I have yet to leu.rn that any scientific work has ever now or 1s
likely to be demanded from Mr. Innes in his district. That term is misleading. It u.ppears that he has been
generously permitted to go on in the "good old way," the only stipulation being that his lines should be well
chained and marked, and all four lines instead of two. "Scientific'' work is not expected from district surveyors,
but ordinary sectional work, with proper closes with theodolite, and even that is a great deal more than is at present
expected from Mr. Innes. However hard his case may be, there are harder ones. Gentlemen who have not had
their districts for years, but who have to re-establish and join on to faulty work of others who were there before them,
and these gentlemen are making good theodolite surveys, not scientifie, but good ordinary work, in quite as roug!t
portions of the Colony. I advocated in my first annual report paid mileage, increased foes or mlaries.
Some
of these gentlemen really deserve consideration, especially ,vhen they have submitted with a good grace to the new
order of things, as most of them have done, in the hope, no doubt, that by withdrawing factious opposition
their own position would be bettered. In the same professional spirit, wit]~ every desire to be just, I doubled the_
price of survey for 100 acres that Mr. Innes quoted; but it is hardly likely that any suggestion or recommendation
coming from myself would be acceptable to Mr. Innes. Mr. Innes complains his letters are unacknowledged;
they appear to me so intemperate that it is a further mark of favour to have tolerated them. He seems unable to
,appreciate the favour conceded him, and it is my duty to warn or.ru.ther inform the Honorable the Minister and
yourself that considerable dissatisfaction already exists amongst the other surveyors that Mr. Innes ~hould have been
liberally treated, and if tli.is matter is not summarily dealt with there may be much further trouble. I do not
recommend further than this, that Mr. Innes be offered some work in somebody else's district-them is plenty ofitbut the work to be done properly accordino- to the regulations, and Mr. 'rhompson asked if he is willing to try
.some surveys in Mr. Innes's district. Mr. Innes draws attention to a case where the Deputy is stated to have been
paid £ll00 as a district surveyor for work done, which work he su.ys could have been done by salaried officials
at a saving of £600 to the country: that proves nothing; salaried officers judiciously placed when work is
plentiful are cheaper, and I have always maintu.ined it.
I have, &c.
WENTWORTH :M. HARDY, [n1pector of Surue11s.
Tlte IIon. tlte Minister of Lands,
tl11·ouglt the Deputy Surveyor-General, Hobart.

C1'0wn Lands Office, Hobart, lltlt November, 1886.
-Srn
.,,,. 'IN obedience to your instructions I have the honor to submit the following information showing the originu.l
cost of certain surveys, the cost of my inspeetion of them, induding the pay of self and men.
situate in the same District, but in three places, a considerable distance apart.

Or(qinal Cost of Survey.
Near New Norfolk90 acres. \Vm. Pegler ............................ , ............... .
50 acres. S. Coleman ............................................... .
Hoads in connection, about .............................. : .......... .
Beyond the Ouse, above Hamilton~
233 acres. Gco. Blackwell ...................................... .
309 acres. H. Blackwell ......................................... .
Roads, a~iout ........................................................... .
Near Uxbridge30 acres. J. MacAndrew •...... -....................•.............
30 acres. W. Grueber ............................................ .
60 acres. J. T. 'rhorne ..•.......•..............................•..•
Roads in addition

···············································i······

£ s. d.
8 15 0
8 15 0
0 5 0

-----

£

These Rurvcys arc

s. d.

23 15 0

12 10 0
13 15 0
13 0 0
39

5

0

21

0

0

£84 0

0

0 0
0
8 15 0
2 5 0
5
5

0

-----Approximate Total Cost qf 8U1·vey ............ ." .... .

27.
Results ef I nspecti0n.
New Norfolk.-27th, 28th, 29th October, and 2nd November, '1.885.
distances and one line FALSIFIED.-CONDEllNED.

W0rk very inferior in marking, and som-e

Near Uxbridge.-One line,· the south boundary of MacAndrew's block, had a a.false distance _qiven, wilfully.
Rest of work well chained, but only passably marked.-Survey condemned. 3rd, 4th November.
Beyond the Ouse.-5th, 6th, 7th, 8th November. Portion of this time expended in travelling.
better done, but one line FALSIFED.-CoNDEMNED.
These pn.infolly flagrant cases were referred to in my Annual Report for this year.
:being found also in another Surveyor's work.

£. s.
5 1
23 7
12 6
2 10

Cost of Inspection.
Expenditure_ .....•.........•..••.•••.....•......•...........•......••••.
Ditto ....................•.........................................
Salary of self .........•..........••...................................•
Ditto of Assistant ............................................. .
Total Cost ef Inspection ................... .

£43

The work

The same sort of thing

d.
-0
6
8
0

5 2

Trusting that the foregoing information will be considered satisfactory,
I have, &c.
WENTWORTH M. HARDY, Inspector of Surveys.
·The Honorable the Chairman ef Select Committee on Payment
of Surveys, House qf Assembly.

c.

APPENDIX

PER.1lfANENT SU1·vey Scale, Regulation of 17th1lfarch, 18$5.
Graduated Scales of Areas specified.
I

o3

Q)

d0

Areas.

00

...,
....."-'

·when the area does not exceed20 acres (min.) .................
40 ,, ···························
60
···························
80 " ···························
100 " ·······················••ol•
120 " ···························
140 " •··-• .....................
160 ., ···························
240
···························
320 " (max.) ......... , ........

,,

"

£
3
3
3
4
4
4
5

10

18

15

0

r:n

r:n

d0

r:n

'";:I

..c::
+'

,:;J

00
'";:I

;..,

C'l

s.
0

o5

0

,;

0

.::

5
11
16
1
5 6
6 l
6

o5

oil

d0

£
3
4
5
5
5
6
6
7
8
9

0:,

s.
13

£ s.
3 19

8

4 16

0

5 10
6 2
6 13
7 -2
7 10
7 19
9 7
10 10

10
19

7
14
2
5

5

APPENDIX

..;;

£ s.
4 5
5 5
6 2
6 15
7 7
7 17
8 7
8 17
10 g
11 15

o5

d0

£
4
5
6
7
8
g
10

10

13
15

00

00

..c::
+'

,.cl

co

>.O

S,

10

12
16
14
12
7
1
15
1
0

o5

d0

£ s.
5 8
7 8
8 19
10 5
11 8
12 g
13 8
14 6
17 8
20 0

...,

t--

£

s.

6 13
g 3
11 2

12
14
15
16
17
21
25

15
4
10
14
17
14
0

D.

TVRITTEN Evidence supplied by .1lfr. R. Hall, S1t1·vey01·, River For·th.
1. Do you consider the country at the Huon exceptionally rough as compared with the Scottsdale or North'West Coast country? By no means.
2. Do you eonsider the present payment for surveys under the new regulations satisfactory? No.
3. Do you consider that a surveyor, by steady work, can make a fair income under the present Survey R~gulations? Not if he fully complies with the regulations, unless he works twelve hours a day, and does his calculations
afterwards.
4. ·what cl.fference will the compliance with the new regulations make to the income derived from the work_?
'Taking one thing with another, they reduce the income from one to one-half, according to. country where work is
-OOllC.

Wil,LIA.M 'li'HOMAR SrRIJTT,
GOVERNMENT PRI.NTER, TASMANIA.

